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Abstract 

Production downtime caused by machine faults presents a major area of concern for the 

manufacturing industry and can especially impact the productivity of assembly systems.  

Traditional fault detection systems use a variety of conventional sensors that measure operating 

variables such as pressure, force, speed, current and temperature.  Faults are detected when a 

reading from one of these sensors exceeds a preset threshold or does not match the predicted 

value provided by a mathematical model of the system.  The primary disadvantage of these 

methods is that the relationship between sensor reading and fault is often indirect (if one exists at 

all).  This can lead to time delays between fault occurrence and ‘fault reading’ from a sensor, 

during which additional machine damage could accumulate.   

 

This thesis describes progress with a project whose goal is to examine the effectiveness and 

feasibility of using machine vision to detect ‘visually cued’ machine faults in automated assembly 

equipment.  It is proposed that machine vision technology could complement traditional methods 

and improve existing detection systems.  Two different vision-based fault detection methods were 

developed and tests were conducted using a laboratory-scale assembly machine that assembles a 

simple 3-part component   Typical faults that occurred with this machine were targeted for 

inspection.      

     

The first method was developed using Automated Visual Inspection (AVI) techniques that have 

been used extensively for quality inspection of manufactured products.  The LabVIEW 2010 

software was used to develop the system.  Test results showed that the Colour Inspection tool 

performed the best with 0% false negative and false positive fault detection rates.  Despite some 

success, this approach was found to be limited as it was unable to detect faults that varied in 

physical appearance or those that had not been identified prior to testing. 
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The second method was developed using a video event detection method (spatiotemporal 

volumes) that has previously been used for traffic and pedestrian monitoring.  This system was 

developed with MATLAB software and demonstrated strong false negative and false positive 

fault detection rates.  It also showed the ability to detect faults that had not previously been 

identified as well as those that varied in appearance.  Recommendations were made for future 

work to further explore these methods. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Production downtime caused by machine faults presents a major area of concern for the 

manufacturing industry.  As global competition increases, manufacturing companies must make 

every effort to minimize equipment downtime, thereby maximizing productivity.  Ideally, 

companies would only use equipment that never experienced machine faults or breakdowns; 

however, even the most robust and carefully designed equipment will incur machine faults or 

breakdowns occasionally.  For this reason, it is the goal of many manufacturing equipment 

designers to minimize both the frequency of machine fault occurrences as well as the amount of 

downtime associated with a machine fault occurrence.  This is particularly important in the field 

of assembly automation, where a machine fault or breakdown has a direct impact on productivity 

(Shafer, 1999).  Figure 1-1 shows a continuous assembly machine consisting of two rotary dial 

wheels that isolates rubber O-rings onto individual plastic carriers and transfers them to a 

subsequent assembly process.  The production rate of this machine is approximately 200 parts per 

minute (ppm) and it is a typical example in terms of speed and number of moving parts. 

 

A machine fault can be generally defined as a state or condition in a machine or manufacturing 

system that completely prevents or partially inhibits it from performing its required task 

(Isermann, 2006).  Machine faults can occur for many reasons, including (but not limited to):  

equipment wear, design flaws, inadequate maintenance, environmental conditions and machine 

overloading.  Common examples of machine faults include:  product jams, seized actuators, 

excessive friction between moving parts (gears, bearings, etc.), imbalance in rotating equipment 

and severed sensor wires.  Faults can range in severity from incipient to catastrophic.  Some 

examples of machine faults are shown in Figure 1-2. 
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Figure 1-1 - An example of continuous assembly automation. 

 

One way to reduce the downtime associated with a machine fault occurrence is to improve the 

speed with which the fault is detected, diagnosed and corrected.  For this reason, a growing 

demand exists for detection/diagnostic systems that have the ability to detect faults as soon as 

they occur.  If a critical fault is detected immediately after its occurrence, the machine (or 

component of the machine) can be shut down, preventing further damage or a breakdown of 

greater severity (with greater downtime implications).  If a fault of lesser severity is detected, the 

operator can be alerted and a corrective action can be made at a convenient time.  Additionally, it 

is often desired of these systems to provide effective means of diagnosing the root cause of a 

fault.  The sooner the cause can be determined, the sooner a corrective measure can be 

implemented and the machine returned to its online state.   
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Figure 1-2 - Examples of machine faults; a) a part jam on a conveyor (Banner, 2011) b) a 
part misalignment on a tool and c) a part ejection from a feed track. 

 

Machine vision (MV) is a field of study that involves acquiring images or video of an object or 

scene, then feeding those images to a computer and extracting information of interest using a 

variety of image processing techniques.  MV has been a commonly used tool in manufacturing 

for many years, used predominantly for quality inspection of products.  Automated Visual 

Inspection (AVI) systems capture images of products in a manufacturing process and flag 

unsatisfactory products that contain visual defects (i.e. discolouration) or out-of-specification 
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dimensions.  This research explores the use of MV in a new type of application:  as a fault 

monitoring and diagnostic system for assembly automation.  

 

1.1 Problem Overview 

 

The problem of detecting and diagnosing machine faults has been studied by researchers and 

industry for decades (Isermann, 2006).  One of the most popular areas of study is on methods 

used for predictive maintenance.  This term refers to the use of instrumentation to measure 

specific operating variables or conditions of a machine component while it is running and trying 

to detect incipient machine faults.  These faults are typically non-critical in nature, which often 

means that the machine can still run successfully for a finite period of time after one occurs.  

Once a fault is detected, the affected component can be replaced or repaired before the fault 

intensifies, preventing a complete (catastrophic) component failure.  Common predictive 

maintenance techniques include vibration analysis, thermography and oil particle analysis. 

 

While these methods have proven to be effective, machine faults and failures cannot always be 

predicted ahead of time.  Therefore, most manufacturing systems also need to utilize reactive 

methods of fault detection.  Most automated systems (especially assembly automation) employ a 

variety of sensors (optical, proximity, pressure, etc.) that monitor different areas of the machine 

as it runs.  An alarm is generated in the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) or machine 

controller when one of these sensors produces: 

1. an undesired, or out-of-limit reading 

2. an unexpected reading in a sequence of events (i.e. an expected event did not occur at the 

appropriate time, an event occurred at an unexpected time) 
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This technique is effective in many cases, but has its disadvantages.  First, the monitored sensor 

may not detect the actual fault event, but the last in a chain of events leading to the ‘fault 

reading’.  For example, consider a part for an assembly that has been improperly loaded to a 

conveyor and causes a jam.  A ‘fault reading’ may not appear until an optical sensor at the end of 

the conveyor has not sensed any parts after a prescribed period of time.  This detection was not of 

the initial fault event (the misload), and further damage to the machine or product may have 

accrued between the time of the initial event and the time of the ‘fault reading’.   

 

Second, this technique provides technical plant personnel with limited means for diagnosing the 

fault.  Operators and technicians are often responsible for the operation of several machines at 

any given time.  This means that it is unlikely that they will always be present at a machine to 

witness a fault occurrence as it happens.  With this technique, they are forced to rely upon the 

PLC alarm message to deduce the root cause of the fault or the initial fault event itself.  This 

research will focus on the reactive style of detection, although predictive scenarios will also be 

considered. 

 

Based on several characteristics of MV (and visual data in general), it is proposed in this thesis 

that its application to this problem could potentially complement and improve existing fault 

detection/diagnosis methods.  Reasons for this include:  

1. Cameras are generally non-intrusive to a machine, its components, or the products that it 

is manufacturing 

2. Faults could be detected immediately following an occurrence, preventing any further 

damage or a more serious breakdown 

3. With access to video data, a richer form of fault data, technical personnel could have 

better means to diagnose the root cause of a fault, or determine the initial fault event  
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It should also be mentioned that this proposed method would have foreseen limitations.  Only 

machine faults that are considered to be ‘visually cued’, or identifiable by a visual characteristic, 

would be detectable using MV.  ‘Non-visual’ conditions that require monitoring, such as 

temperature or pressure, would still rely upon appropriate sensors.  Also, areas of the machine 

that are not visible from the perimeter (i.e. obstructed by other machine components, or situated 

within an enclosed area) would be unavailable for monitoring.  For this reason, it is proposed that 

an MV system would only complement existing methods, and not replace them. 

 

1.2 Thesis Objectives 

 

At the beginning of the project, objectives were established for what the research would attempt 

to achieve.  After an extensive literature review (see  Chapter 3), very few publications were 

found that studied the use of MV in an equipment monitoring capacity.  In fact, no published 

work was found that examined MV specifically in a fault detection role.  Ideally, documented 

fault detection rates and a comprehensive downtime breakdown of existing manufacturing 

automation would be used for comparison to a prototype MV fault detection system.  

Unfortunately, this information was unavailable.  Therefore, it was impossible to build a 

compilation of work to use as a benchmark level of knowledge to expand upon, or to compare 

experimental results to.  It was consequently decided that the project should take on an 

exploratory role, with the following steps:  

1. Choose a strategy for MV fault detection 

2. Develop and implement a system for a testbed machine 

3. Run some experimental tests, record false positive and false negative detection rates  

4. Document and review what was learned about the application   
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This led to the formation of the first objective: 

  

Objective #1:  Develop a prototype system and investigate the effectiveness, benefits and 

limitations of using MV as an online, fault detection method for assembly automation. 

 

Using this investigative direction, it was anticipated that a foundation of knowledge would be 

accumulated for this problem and proposed solution.  While the quantitative results of the tests 

would be reviewed and discussed, the qualitative analysis of the prototype system (and concept in 

general) should be the most valuable contribution.  Using this analysis, it was expected that a 

determination could be made on whether or not it was worthwhile to proceed with further 

development of a MV fault detection system (i.e. the potential benefits outweighed the 

limitations).  If it was deemed worthwhile, it was anticipated that this acquired knowledge would 

lead to an adaptation of the initial strategy, or the creation of a new strategy altogether.  This can 

be summarized by a second objective: 

 

Objective #2:  Use the acquired knowledge from the initial prototype system and adapt the initial 

strategy, or form a new strategy altogether.   

 

As previously stated, AVI systems have become standard in many manufacturing systems.  The 

popularity of this technology has led many developers of scientific programming software, such 

as MATLAB or LabVIEW, to include built-in AVI tools with their products.  These tools include 

Edge Detection, Pattern Matching and Color Inspection, among others.  It was decided, based on 

the availability of the tools and supplementary documentation, that they would become the 

foundation of the initial strategy.  This led to the formation of a third, more specific objective: 
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Objective #3:  Determine the suitability of common AVI software tools to this application, and 

determine if one tool performs better than the rest. 

 

This objective meant that multiple systems would need to be developed for the first prototype; 

each one exclusively applying one of the AVI tools.  The results of each system could not only be 

studied from an overall perspective, but each system could be compared to the next to see if one 

AVI tool performed better than the rest. 

 

Assembly automation was chosen as a focus not only because it was expected to provide an 

adequate source of ‘visually distinguishable’ machine faults, but also because the project was 

supported by a local engineering firm that specializes in the customized design and build of 

assembly equipment.  

 

1.3 Organization of Thesis 

 

This thesis is organized into the following chapters.  Chapter 2 presents a literature review of 

different topics relevant to the research conducted in this thesis.  The intent is to provide the 

reader with a background of terminology and concepts within each topic, a summary of the 

current state of progress of each topic and the relevance of that topic to this research.  Chapter 3 

describes the test apparatus and software chosen for the project.  Chapter 4 describes the fault 

detection system that was developed using AVI tools.  It also summarizes and discusses the 

results of tests that were performed with this prototype system.  Chapter 5 describes the ‘adapted’ 

strategy, which utilizes a video event detection method that has been previously studied for traffic 

and pedestrian monitoring applications.  Chapter 6 provides the overall conclusions of the project 
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and highlights some recommendations for future work.  Additional background, equipment 

specifications, manuals and programs can be found in the Appendices. 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Literature Review 

This chapter presents a literature review of three different topics related to this research.  The 

intent is to provide a background of basic concepts and terminology for each field, as well as 

highlight their current state of progress.  The first section introduces the field of assembly 

automation.  The main elements of typical assembly machines are outlined and factors relating to 

the productivity and downtime of these machines are discussed.  The second section provides a 

background of machine fault detection and diagnosis.  A classification of machine faults is 

presented, current equipment maintenance strategies are described and methods used for 

automated fault detection and diagnosis are summarized.  The third section introduces the field of 

machine vision.  In particular, the subfields of automated visual inspection (AVI) and video event 

detection are discussed.  The fourth section introduces and describes publications that have 

focused on fault detection in assembly equipment as well as some in the field of machine vision.  

Finally, a summary is provided that highlights the relevance of these topics to this research. 

 

2.1 Assembly Automation 

 

The conversion of the manual assembly of products to the automatic assembly of products has 

been taking place since early in the 20th century (Boothroyd, 2005).  The driving force behind this 

progression was the demand for high volumes of production within small timeframes from the 

war armament and automobile industries.  Manual assembly operations, such as screw fastening 

and spot welding, were gradually replaced with mechanical devices that could perform the 

operation continuously with short cycle times.  The transfer of assemblies from one process to the 
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next also became increasingly more automated with the development of the assembly line.  Later, 

during the 1970s, the emergence of the microcontroller and advancing sensor and actuator 

technologies provided more opportunities for the automatic control of machines (Isermann, 

2006).  Although the automobile and armament industries provided much influence during its 

early stages of growth, it has been argued that the food and drug industries were the first to apply 

automatic assembly on a large scale.  These industries, as well as the electronics industry, are still 

the primary employers of this technology.  Two examples of assembly machines are shown in 

Figure 2-1.   

 

  

Figure 2-1 - Examples of a continuous rotary assembly machine (Norwalt, 2011) (left) and 
an inline intermittent assembly machine (TQC, 2011) (right). 

 

Assembly automation can be divided into three main components: part feeding/escapement 

systems, transfer systems and assembly processes.  Part feeding and escapement refers to the 

delivery of a part in its required orientation, at a specific rate, to a process or a transfer system.  

The transfer system refers to the method used to transfer products from part feeder to process, or 

from one process to another.  Assembly processes are the means by which one part is fastened or 

attached to another to form an assembly (or subassembly).  Product inspection systems, though 

not technically an assembly method, can also be assigned to this category.  Contrary to what may 
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seem obvious, the assembly processes themselves are generally the most straightforward of the 

three components to design, implement and commission.  Part feeding and the transfer of 

products are often the most difficult systems to successfully put into operation.  Much of the 

material presented in this section has been extracted from (Boothroyd, 2005) and (Shafer, 1999).   

 

2.1.1 Part Feeding and Escapement  

 

As previously stated, one of the most challenging aspects of assembly automation design is part 

feeding, orienting and escapement systems.  The reliable delivery of correctly oriented parts at 

specific intervals to an assembly process is a crucial part of any assembly system.  This stage is 

often the most difficult to design and most time-consuming to implement and commission.  In 

fact, many companies specialize in the design and manufacture of part feeding systems and 

produce them exclusively.   

 

Small, lightweight parts are often fed in bulk quantities.  This method is advantageous because 

parts can be dumped into a hopper directly from a shipping container without regard for location 

or orientation.  This is an important feature of assembly systems that produce a high volume of 

products in short time periods; the consumption rate of parts is high and the quickest and simplest 

way of introducing a large quantity of parts to the system is in bulk form.  The most popular form 

of bulk feeder is the vibratory bowl feeder, although mechanical feeders are also commonly used.   

 

The leading alternative to bulk feeding, especially if parts are larger in size, is magazine feeding.  

Magazine feeding refers to the case when a machine is supplied a cartridge or container that has 

been preloaded with parts that are constrained along one or more axes.  These constraints can 

often simplify (and in some cases, eliminate) the requirements for part orientation and 
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escapement mechanisms such as those discussed in the following paragraphs.  This is because the 

container itself can provide proper part orientation and often includes an integrated escapement 

system.      

 

Part feeder systems are normally placed at some distance away from the rest of the assembly 

machine to provide adequate access for maintenance activities.  Therefore, after the parts have 

become properly oriented and exit the main portion of the feeder, they require some means of 

transport to the next assembly station.  This is usually accomplished using a feed track.  Feed 

tracks can transport parts using gravity, or more active methods such as compressed air or 

vibration.   

 

The escapement is the final stage of a part feeding system, and acts as the interface between the 

part feeder and the rest of the assembly machine.  It is a metering device that delivers parts at 

specific intervals to the desired location at the process or transfer system.  Many types of 

escapements have been developed for different applications.  Common types of escapement 

include ratchet, slide, star wheel, drum and gate styles.  Figure 2-2 shows a part feeder with a 

gravity-driven feed track and ratchet escapement. 

 

Part feeding and escapement systems can produce a significant percentage of the faults that occur 

once a machine is put online (Shafer, 1999).  The quick accelerations and changing orientations 

of parts can lead to jams and misloads, even when the feeder has been carefully designed.  Also, 

the dimensional variability of supplied parts can make their behaviour in a part feeder system 

unpredictable and difficult to design for.    
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Figure 2-2 - A part feeder with a gravity-driven feed track and a ratchet escapement.  A 
CCW rotation (yellow arrow) releases the part to the transfer, and a CW rotation (blue 

arrow) returns the ratchet to home position. 

 

2.1.2 Assembly Transfer Methods 

 

The most characteristic feature of any assembly machine is the method by which parts or partial 

assemblies are transferred between different processes.  In fact, assembly automation is typically 

classified by its prominent transfer method, rather than the method of assembly.  Figure 2-3 

shows a breakdown of the different methods of transfer in assembly automation. 
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Figure 2-3 - A breakdown of transfer systems used in assembly automation (adapted from 
Shafer, 1999). 

 

Intermittent transfer systems index part and subassembly carriers from station (i.e. part feeder or 

assembly process) to station, stopping the carrier at each station while a part is loaded or 

assembly process performed.  This transfer is carried out in a synchronous manner, meaning 

carriers in the system are all in motion or all at rest at any given time.  These systems are the 

most commonly used in assembly automation (Boothroyd, 2005).  Continuous transfer systems 

are also synchronous in nature; but instead of stopping carriers at stations, assembly processes 

and part feeding are completed while the carrier is in motion.  An example of a continuous rotary 

transfer wheel is shown in Figure 2-4. 
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Figure 2-4 - Example of a continuous transfer rotary wheel.  Parts are fed to (and unloaded 
from) the wheel as it rotates. 

 

Power-and-free transfer systems are nonsynchronous, which means that all part/subassembly 

carriers are independent of each other and are allowed to travel freely along a main conveyor that 

is always powered (or running).  As carriers pass by an assembly station, the station captures 

them in place while an assembly process or part load is executed.  Following completion, the 

station releases the carrier back to the main conveyor.  In these systems, the overall production 

rate is determined by the ‘slowest’ assembly station rather than the transfer method.    

 

Transfer systems are physically arranged to suit specific plant spatial requirements or work 

envelopes.  Typical transfer layouts include rotary, inline and carousel styles.   Robotic transfer 
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systems can also be used but, due to relatively large cycle times, are not very popular in high 

speed operations.   

 

2.1.3 Assembly Processes  

 

Many methods exist for attaching or fastening one part to another to form an assembly.  Often, 

these methods are selected based on product characteristics (geometry, size and material) and 

product requirements (quality, attachment force and the need for future disassembly).  For 

example, assemblies that are meant to be permanent and require a strong, rigid attachment may 

call for a welded connection.  Assemblies that will require future disassembly by the consumer 

may necessitate part fastening with a screw.   

 

In modern manufacturing, this selection is also strongly based upon requirements for the 

manufacture of the part such as minimum production rate, equipment cost and available 

workspace envelope.  The cycle time of the mechanical device that performs the assembly is a 

major consideration to be made when designing the product.  Table 2-1 shows a list of assembly 

methods and their corresponding typical attachment and cycle times.  
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Table 2-1- Common examples of assembly methods (adapted from Shafer, 1999). 

 

 

This concept has become so important that the product and the procedure for its manufacture are 

often designed concurrently.  For example, consider the design of a plastic battery case for a 

flashlight.  As the consumer will need to remove the lid of the case to replace batteries 

periodically, the product designer may initially plan to use screws to fasten the lid to the case.  

However, the manufacturer has set a high production goal of 150000 units to be made per week, 

using one 8-hour shift per day for 5 working days.  This leads to a required production rate of 

approximately 63 units per minute, or upm.  Referring to Table 2-1, the typical cycle rate for a 

screw fastening device is approximately 60 cycles per minute, which is 3 fewer than is required 

from the production demand.  This calculation may lead the product designer to redesign the 

battery case lid using an assembly method with a higher cycle rate, such as a snap fit.    

 

 

Assembly Method
Typical 

Attachment Time 
(ms)

Typical 
Cycle Rate 
(cycles/min)

Typical
Applications

Crimp 50 - 1000 1000+ Metal, some Plastic

Press Fit 60 - 2000 1000+ Various

Resistance Weld 60 - 3000 1000+ Metal

Pressure Adhesive 60 - 1000 1000 Various

Staple 60 - 500 1000 Various

Threaded Part 100 - 2000 800 Plastic or Metal

Snap Fit 100 - 500 400 Plastic

Ultrasonic Weld 400 - 3000 60 Plastic, Fabric, Film

Screw 500 - 3000 60 Plastic or Metal

Rivet 1000 - 15000 20 Plastic or Metal
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2.1.4 Productivity and Downtime 

 

One of the primary goals of any manufacturing organization is to maximize the output of 

acceptable product over a given time period (week, shift, hour, etc.).  Every manufacturing 

system has an ideal, theoretical maximum production rate and plant managers are constantly 

trying to achieve rates as close to this maximum as possible.  In reality, however, machine faults 

and equipment breakdowns will always occur at some frequency.  In some manufacturing 

processes, the downtime of certain equipment may be acceptable and not have an immediate 

effect on production levels.  With all assembly systems, however, faults and breakdowns that lead 

to any amount of equipment downtime have a direct impact on production rates.   

 

To measure the impact of faults and downtime on production rates, it is important to make a 

distinction between synchronous systems (continuous and intermittent/indexing) and 

nonsynchronous systems (power-and-free).  When a fault occurs at a station in a continuous or 

intermittent system that leads to downtime of that station, all other stations will experience the 

same downtime.  This is because all of the assembly stations are synchronized with one another.  

Nonsynchronous systems, on the other hand, can have accumulation at each station in the form of 

buffers.  When a fault occurs at a process in a power-and-free system, it is possible for other 

processes to continue operating for a period of time using parts or subassemblies that had 

previously accumulated at that station.  Not only does this trait reduce the effect that a single 

machine fault has on productivity, but makes the measurement of that effect significantly more 

complex.  For this reason, productivity of power-and-free systems will be disregarded in this 

section.  It should be noted that the reduction of fault frequency and related downtime will still 

improve the productivity of power-and-free systems and should be strived for. 
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For synchronous systems, the following equation can be used to approximate the percentage of 

downtime of an assembly machine (adapted from Boothroyd, 2005):   

 

𝐷𝑡(%) =  𝑅
𝑅+� 1

𝑀𝑁𝑑�
 𝑥 100  (2-1) 

 

where Dt is the downtime percentage, or percentage of total scheduled production time that the 

machine is not running; R is the average time to restart the machine after a fault occurrence (min); 

M is the production rate of the machine (upm); N is the number of assembly processes and part 

feeders and d is the average fault rate (faults/cycle).  A cycle can refer to a single assembly action 

or the feeding of a single part to a process.  It should be mentioned that the rate d was originally 

defined as the rate of defective parts in the incoming part supply that caused part jams 

(Boothroyd, 2005).  It was used to examine the effect that defective, jam-causing parts had on 

productivity rates.  In this case, d is generalized to represent the average rate of all machine faults 

experienced by an assembly station (process or part feeder) per cycle.  A classification of 

different types of machine faults is presented in the next section. 

 

The theoretical maximum output would be produced if an assembly machine were to run 100% of 

the time it was scheduled to.  Therefore, the number of products lost due to downtime can be 

calculated using the following equation: 

 

𝐿𝑃 = 𝑀𝑇𝐷𝑡
100

  (2-2) 

 

where LP is lost products, or difference between theoretical maximum and actual units produced; 

M is machine rate (upm); T is the sample time period (min) and Dt is downtime percentage. 
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It is generally agreed that the most effective way to increase productivity is to minimize the time 

to restart a machine once a fault or breakdown has occurred (Boothroyd, 2005; Shafer, 1999).  

This can be illustrated with the following example.  Consider four intermittent and four 

continuous assembly systems, each with 6 assembly processes or part feeders.  Table 2-2 shows 

the typical range of production rates for the three different types of transfer methods.  The 

example intermittent machines have production rates of 28, 35, 42 and 50 upm.  The continuous 

machines have production rates of 300, 420, 500 and 650 upm.  The intermittent machines each 

have a typical fault rate of 0.0005 faults/cycle (i.e. for every 10000 cycles, 5 faults occur).  High 

speed, continuous machines usually assemble smaller parts with simple geometries and use very 

basic, reliable assembly methods.  For this reason, a much smaller fault rate of 0.00005 

faults/cycle was assigned to the example machines.  Using these parameters, the effect of 

increasing average time for restart can be seen in Figure 2-5 (Figure 2-5 (a) for the intermittent 

machines and Figure 2-5(b) for the continuous machines).        

 

Table 2-2 - Approximate production rate ranges for different transfer methods. 

Transfer Method Production Rate Range (upm) 

Power-and-free 7 - 30 

Intermittent 14 - 70 

Continuous 60 – 1000 
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 2-5 - Plots showing effect of average restart time on productivity for 4 example 
intermittent machines (a) and 4 example continuous machines (b). 
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As shown in Figure 2-5, a relatively small increase in restart time results in significant production 

losses for both continuous and intermittent machines.  If an original average restart time of 3 min 

for all example machines is assumed, even a slight improvement of 1 minute could recover 

approximately 2400 assemblies per hour for the continuous machine (500 upm) and 185 

assemblies per hour for the intermittent machine (42 upm).  These values correspond to a 27% 

and 24% increase in lost products per hour, respectively.  It can also be seen that, due to high 

machine production rates, this parameter has the greatest impact on continuous systems.   

 

As the economics surrounding every assembly system are unique and can vary to a large degree, 

it is impossible to assign a firm cost relationship to these effects.  However, it can be seen that 

any improvement of these parameters can have a meaningful impact on productivity. 

     

2.2 Machine Fault Detection and Diagnosis  

 

Machine faults and equipment breakdowns, as previously stated, are important factors that must 

be considered when designing, implementing or operating any manufacturing system (including 

assembly automation).  Although the reduction of fault frequency is a common goal amongst 

equipment designers, it is accepted that machine faults will always exist to some degree.  

Therefore, the management of faults can be considered an equally important aspect of these 

systems.  In particular, the detection and diagnosis of faults as well as the consequential actions 

made by the system contribute greatly to the effective operation of a machine.   

 

As automated assembly technologies have progressed since the early 20th century, so too have the 

methods for detecting, diagnosing and managing faults that occur in these systems.  The 
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advancement of the microcontroller in the 1970s and ongoing improvements to sensor and 

actuator technologies have provided opportunities for more effective methods of detecting faults.  

Supervisory tasks, including fault monitoring and detection, were largely performed by human 

operators until the latter half of the 20th century.  However, the evolution of automated control 

systems and the increasing level of autonomy in manufacturing have led to the reduction of 

human operators.    This reduction has increased the importance of higher-level, automated fault 

detection systems.   

 

The maintenance strategies used for monitoring, replacing and repairing manufacturing machines 

and their components have also evolved in recent decades from reactive, run-to-failure methods 

to predictive methods.  These predictive methods are used to detect machine faults during their 

early stages of development, so repairs and replacements can be made at convenient times and 

critical breakdowns and equipment damage can be avoided.   

 

While methods used by maintenance departments to detect faults in their early stages have 

improved dramatically, there still exists a desire to automate the tasks of fault detection and 

diagnosis in manufacturing systems.  Many modern machines are equipped with a variety of 

sensors that measure process variables such as force, pressure, speed, temperature, etc.  Using 

online, real-time readings from these sensors combined with a mathematical model of a given 

process, several different automated fault detection and diagnosis methods have been developed.   

 

The terms ‘fault detection’ and ‘fault diagnosis’ are often confused with one another, but they 

have distinct definitions (Isermann, 2006).  Fault detection is the recognition that a fault has 

occurred, while fault diagnosis is the act of determining a specific fault type, location and root 

cause.  In some systems, the detection of faults alone is sufficient.  In others, it is desired for the 
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system to perform automatic diagnosis as well.  Much of the material in this section has been 

extracted from (Isermann, 2006), (Mechefske, 2005) and (Wang & Robert, 2006).   

 

2.2.1 Classification of Machine Faults 

 

In order to understand concepts in machine fault detection and diagnosis, it is important to first 

understand the different types of faults, their causes and how they need to be managed.  Several 

attempts have been made to standardize the definition and classification of machine faults by 

various researchers and industrial organizations.  However, many sources still define machine 

faults in different ways.  Some define it with a concentration on mechanical systems and classify 

faults into categories such as imbalance, misalignment, mechanical binding or excessive friction 

in moving mechanical components.  Others define it from more of a system perspective and 

distinguish faults as abnormal or unexpected events in a manufacturing sequence.   

 

In order to establish a baseline classification of faults for this research, several different sources 

were considered (Isermann, 2006; Chang, DiCesare, & Goldbogen, 1991; Hardy, Barnes, & Lee, 

1989; Holloway & Krogh, 1990; Stanton, 1999; Mechefske, 2005).  Common elements of the 

definitions from these sources were amalgamated to form a broad categorization of machine 

faults for use in this project.  This classification scheme is presented in Figure 2-6 and includes 

examples biased towards assembly systems.  Each category can be described as follows (as 

organized by row in Figure 2-6): 
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Figure 2-6 - A classification of machine faults, with examples, created using several different sources. 
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First Row: 

 

Machine Faults:  A machine fault can generally be defined as a state or condition in a machine or 

manufacturing system that completely prevents or partially inhibits it from performing its 

required task.   

 

Second Row: 

 

Hard faults:  A hard fault is one that prevents a system or machine from performing its required 

task, or one that demands an immediate shutdown of the machine to avoid equipment damage or 

a serious breakdown.  Hard faults typically require immediate attention from technical personnel 

(in some cases, the system itself), for a component repair, replacement or other corrective action.  

Examples of hard faults include a severed sensor wire, seized linear actuator or a part jam in a 

conveyor or feed track. 

 

Soft faults:  A soft fault is one that inhibits machine performance but allows for the machine to 

continue performing its required task for a finite period of time.  These faults also require 

attention from technical personnel, but not necessarily immediately.  They usually develop 

incipiently and, if ignored, can gradually develop into a hard fault.  Examples of soft faults 

include imbalance in rotating component, a damaged sensor giving an uncalibrated reading or 

parts ‘sticking’ to the side of a feed track. 
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Second Row: 

 

Equipment faults:  An equipment fault can be defined as the complete failure or partial hindrance 

of a hardware component (sensor or actuator) itself in performing its required function.  Faults of 

this type are, arguably, the most common in manufacturing.  Examples of equipment faults 

include a broken drive belt (hard fault), a severed sensor wire (hard fault) or imbalance in an 

electric motor (soft fault).   

 

Software faults:  A software fault is one that occurs in the system’s control software.  A fault of 

this type is often the consequence of error in software design or implementation (i.e. software 

bugs).  Examples include flawed logic or software bugs in the control code, variable overflows 

and incorrect process setpoints.  Although it could be classified as an equipment fault, the failure 

of a system controller is often placed in this category.  Software faults can also include failed 

communication between controllers or between controller and sensor/actuator.  However, only 

faults that arise in the communication protocol and not those attributed to the physical damage of 

a wire or cable would be considered in this category. 

 

Task faults:  A task fault can be defined as a deviation from the expected operation of a process.  

Examples of this type include a part jam in a conveyor, the dropping of a part by a robot gripper 

and the improper location of a part onto a tool.  Often, task faults are caused by unpredictable 

events or a lack of constraint or control in a process.  They can also be the consequence of an 

equipment fault, software fault or product failure.  For example, a leak in a pneumatic cylinder 

(equipment fault) may lead to inadequate pressure in a robot gripper, causing a part to be dropped 

(task fault).  Commonly, the feeding of parts that are dimensionally out-of-specification to an 

assembly system can lead to task faults in several processes or stations. 
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Product failures: A product failure is defined as the case where the manufactured product quality 

is lower than expected (or required).  This can mean a manufactured product is damaged or 

contains defects, has out-of-specification dimensions or is missing components.  The definition of 

this type of failure can vary depending on the established quality standards for a given product.  

This category can include the case where an assembly includes a component that was damaged or 

dimensionally out-of-specification prior to entering the system. 

 

For the purposes of this research, machine faults will also be classified as visually cued or not 

visually cued.  The term visually cued will be used to describe a fault that is identifiable or 

detectable by a visual characteristic such as size, geometry, colour or presence.  Examples of 

faults that would be classified as visually cued include a part jam in a feeder, a broken actuator 

arm or an assembly that is missing a component.  Faults that would be considered not visually 

cued could include imbalance in a rotating machine (unless dramatic vibration can be witnessed), 

excessive friction between two mechanical components (that does not result in arrested motion), 

or internal damage in a sensor.  Faults would also be classified as not visually cued if they are 

obstructed by an enclosure or another machine component (i.e. are not visible from the exterior of 

the machine).  An example of this scenario would be damaged gears inside a gearbox.  Although 

a worn or broken tooth may have distinct visual characteristics, it would not be visible from the 

exterior of the machine.  No software faults would fall under this classification unless they 

directly result in a visually cued task fault.  Product failures can commonly be visually cued and 

are frequently detected using vision based systems (see Section 2.3.1). 

 

Hard faults can manifest in the form of a failure or a malfunction in a manufacturing system.  A 

failure is a permanent interruption of the ability of a machine to perform its required task 
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(Isermann, 2006).  An example of a failure is a broken belt in a drive system; the machine would 

be permanently unable to perform its task until a belt replacement is made.  A malfunction is a 

singular or intermittent irregularity in the fulfillment of a system’s desired function (Isermann, 

2006).  An example of a malfunction is the occasional erroneous sensor reading due to a damaged 

sensor wire.  In this case, it is possible for the machine to complete its task intermittently, but not 

consistently.  

 

Machine faults can develop or occur due to a wide range of causes.  The most obvious of these 

causes is natural equipment wear.  Every hardware component naturally wears over time and will 

inevitably fail once its designed life cycle has been exceeded.  Other situations that can lead to the 

development of machine faults include, but are not limited to: 

• Errors in design or implementation (software and hardware)   

• Exceeding the established operational restrictions of a machine (i.e. overloading the 

machine) in terms of speed, load or runtime 

• Insufficient or incorrect maintenance of any hardware component 

• Overexposure of a component to environmental elements such as dust or heat 

• Supplying parts to a system or process that are dimensionally out-of-specification or 

defective 

• Unpredictable or random events 

It should be mentioned that in many cases, one fault type will directly lead to another (i.e. an 

equipment fault will result in a task fault).  This can make the diagnosis of a fault’s root cause a 

challenging process as one fault can sometimes ‘mask’ another. 
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2.2.2 Predictive Maintenance and Condition Monitoring 

 

The maintenance strategies used for monitoring, replacing and repairing manufacturing machines 

and their components have evolved in recent decades.  From the inception of the first 

manufacturing plants until the second half of the 20th century, most companies exercised reactive 

or run-to-failure types of strategies that involved replacing machine components only after they 

experienced a complete failure.  The disadvantage of this method is that running equipment until 

it experiences a complete failure will usually result in a breakdown that is critical in nature and 

can result in extensive machine damage.  Also, repairs or replacements will need to be made 

during the scheduled runtime of the equipment, causing production downtime.  The next 

progression in maintenance strategies came in the form of preventative, schedule-based schemes 

where components are replaced or serviced according to a strictly defined schedule based upon 

past experience with identical components or documented component specifications (i.e. expected 

life cycle)..  The goal of this strategy is to replace components prior to failure at convenient or 

nonintrusive times to reduce the amount of downtime attributed to making replacements/repairs 

during scheduled equipment runtime.   

 

Although these strategies are still used in many cases, many companies have now amended them 

to take a more predictive approach.  Predictive maintenance is the most advanced of all of the 

strategies and has become quite common in modern manufacturing plants.  Similar to 

preventative maintenance, the goal of this strategy is to replace or repair components, prior to 

failure, at times that do not interfere with production.  The advantages of this strategy over 

reactive and preventative maintenance include: 

1. equipment (mechanical) faults can be detected during early stages of development (soft 

faults), before they develop into critical failures (hard faults) 
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2. the life of a given component can be maximized to its potential 

3. the strategy is less reliant on estimated life cycles and based on more accurate 

information regarding the ‘health’ status of a machine component 

This method consists of periodically measuring specific physical variables of pertinent machine 

components, during operation, using appropriate external instrumentation.  This method is carried 

out by trained maintenance personnel and is often referred to as condition monitoring, where the 

‘condition’ is the state of the parameter being measured.  Vibration in rotating equipment 

(vibration analysis), emitted infrared radiation from a mechanical component (thermography) and 

the composition of lubricating oil in a system (oil particle analysis) are all examples of conditions 

that can be monitored.  By studying the conditions of a component and comparing to documented 

specifications, the onset of soft equipment faults can often be detected.  This concept is illustrated 

in Figure 2-7. 

 

 

Figure 2-7 - A plot showing the basic concept behind condition monitoring for predictive 
maintenance (Wang & Robert, 2006).  Components can be scheduled for replacement 

during the ‘lead time’ period, prior to expected failure. 
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2.2.3 Automated Fault Detection Systems 

 

While modern maintenance methods described in Section 2.2.2 have become commonplace in 

manufacturing, there still exists a demand for manufacturing systems with the ability to 

automatically detect and diagnose faults that occur during their operation.  This demand is driven 

in part by the decrease in human operator presence in modern manufacturing systems.  Most 

machines are equipped with a multitude of sensors that monitor various process variables such as 

speed, force, pressure, temperature and current.  Some of these sensors serve the primary function 

of process or sequence control, while others are included exclusively for fault detection.  

Readings from these sensors can often provide a considerable amount of information regarding 

the status or health of a machine and its operation.  Using real-time readings from these sensors 

with a clear understanding of a given process, several automatic fault detection/diagnosis 

techniques can be applied.   

 

Traditionally, automatic fault detection has been accomplished by monitoring process variables 

and initiating an alarm or shutdown sequence when one of those variables exceeds a preset upper 

limit or falls below a preset lower limit.  This technique is referred to as limit checking.  In an 

effort to improve upon this technique, many researchers in recent decades have attempted to 

develop methods that are based not only on independent sensor readings but also on well-defined 

process or signal models.    

 

Most automated fault detection systems are designed to detect both soft and hard machine faults.  

For soft faults, the system usually generates an alarm message to alert an operator that an action 

must be taken in the near future to correct the problem.  For hard faults, the system usually 
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initiates some form of shutdown sequence (partial or full) to protect the machine or its product 

from any damage as a result of the fault. 

  

2.2.3.1 Limit and Trend Checking 

 

The simplest and most commonly used of all automated fault detection methods is limit checking.  

This technique is applied by defining upper and lower limits (or thresholds) of a given process 

variable.  If, during operation, any process variable exceeds its upper threshold or falls below its 

lower threshold, a fault is detected and the system responds accordingly.  This concept is 

illustrated in Figure 2-8 (a), where Ymax and Ymin are the upper and lower thresholds, respectively.  

In many cases, there can be more than one upper and/or lower threshold, each corresponding with 

a different fault severity.  For example, the first upper limit may signify a soft fault while the 

second (larger) upper limit may indicate a critical hard fault.  The system will then respond 

according to which threshold was exceeded; the ‘soft limit’ will result in the generation of an 

alarm message, while the ‘hard limit’ will result in the initiation of a shutdown sequence.   

 

Another simple technique that is used when the rate of change of a process variable is of concern 

is trend checking.  This technique is similar to limit checking in that upper and lower limits are 

preset.  In this case, the limits that are defined are for the first time derivative of the process 

variable, instead of its absolute value.  Using this method, faults that are characterized by a 

process variable change that is too rapid or too gradual can be detected.  This concept is 

illustrated in Figure 2-8 (b), where Ýmax and Ýmin are the upper and lower thresholds, respectively.  
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a) b) 

Figure 2-8 - Examples of limit checking (a) and trend checking (b) (Isermann, 2006). 

 

The main challenge of using these methods is the selection of upper and lower limits.  Careful 

consideration must be made to select thresholds that are small enough to effectively detect faults, 

but large enough so that natural noise in the variable readings is not mistaken as a fault.  Several, 

more advanced procedures can also be performed that analyze variable limits or trends.  These 

procedures can be statistical (estimation of mean and variance values) or artificially intelligent 

(fuzzy or adaptive limits and trends) in nature.   

 

While these methods are commonly used, they have some limitations.  Firstly, they are unable to 

detect faults that are not characterized by the limit or trend of an independent process variable.  

Also, these methods provide no means for automatic fault diagnosis.  For this reason, much work 

has been done on the development of methods that use process or signal models. 
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2.2.3.2 Model-based Fault Detection 

 

Model-based fault detection is a set of techniques that analyze not only independent process 

variables, but also the relationships between single or multiple input and output process variables.  

For these methods, it is assumed that a given manufacturing process can be mathematically 

modeled as a relationship between input process variables (i.e. signals sent to actuators) and 

output process variables (i.e. sensor readings of a process).  These models can be created using 

theoretical methods with physical laws, by experimentation, or both.  Models can be classified as 

continuous or discrete-event types depending on the nature of the process.  If enough information 

is known, a specific fault itself can also be modeled (i.e. a hard fault may appear as a ‘step’ signal 

while a soft fault may resemble a ‘ramp’ signal).  Many faults can be classified in this context as 

additive or multiplicative, which describes their effect on a process equation.     

 

Figure 2-9 illustrates the basic concept of model-based fault detection.  The set of input signals U 

and output variables Y are both continuously measured.  Using these readings and the established 

mathematical process model, features such as residuals (r), parameters (θ) and state variables (x) 

can be extracted with different detection methods.  The methods used to extract these specific 

features are parity equations, parameter estimation and state observers, respectively.  By 

comparing these features with their expected values or by applying some form of change 

detection, many faults of various types can be detected.  Furthermore, analytical symptoms can be 

generated which form the basis for fault diagnosis. 
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Figure 2-9 - An illustration of the concept of model-based fault detection (Isermann, 2006). 

 

Parity equations can be used to represent the difference between actual process measurements and 

the theoretical values obtained from a fixed and well-known process model.  This difference (or 

error) is referred to as the residual.  Parity equations are often arranged to solve for one of two 

primary residuals; output error (r’) and polynomial error (r).  Figure 2-10 shows two block 

diagrams of a generic process with a single input and output.  The first is shown in terms of the 

output error (Figure 2-10 (a)) and the second is shown in terms of the polynomial error (Figure 

2-10 (b)).  Parity equations are commonly formulated using transfer functions, as shown in Figure 

2-10.  
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The parity equations that correspond with Figure 2-10 (a) and (b) can be written as follows, 

respectively (Isermann, 2006): 

 

𝑟′ =  ∆𝐺𝑚(𝑠)𝑢(𝑠) + 𝐺𝑝(𝑠)𝑓𝑢(𝑠) + 𝑛(𝑠) + 𝑓𝑦(𝑠)  (2-3) 

𝑟 = 𝐴𝑚(𝑠)�𝐺𝑝(𝑠)[𝑢(𝑠) +  𝑓𝑢(𝑠)] + 𝑛(𝑠) +  𝑓𝑦(𝑠)� −  𝐵𝑚(𝑠)𝑢(𝑠)  (2-4) 

 

where 𝑢(𝑠) is the process input signal;  ∆𝐺𝑚(𝑠) is the error in accuracy of the model (∆𝐺𝑚(𝑠) =

 𝐺𝑝(𝑠) −  𝐺𝑚(𝑠)); 𝐺𝑝(𝑠) is the actual process gain; 𝑓𝑢(𝑠) is an additive fault signal at the input; 

𝑓𝑦(𝑠) is an additive fault signal at the output; 𝐴𝑚(𝑠) is the polynomial in the denominator of the 

model gain; 𝐵𝑚(𝑠) is the polynomial in the numerator of the model gain and 𝑛(𝑠) is the noise or 

environmental disturbance signal.  The multiplicative (parameter) faults will manifest in the 

actual process gain term (𝐺𝑝(𝑠)) of each equation. 

 

  

a) b) 

Figure 2-10 - Block diagrams of a generic, single-input single-output process with primary 
residuals in output error form (a) and polynomial error form (b) (Isermann, 2006). 

 

If an upper limit threshold is established for one of these residuals, values that exceed that 

threshold can signify the presence of a fault at the output, input or process.  However, as can be 
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seen in these equations, residuals will vary not only due to the presence of a fault but also several 

other factors.  Noise, environmental disturbances and model inaccuracies will all contribute to the 

value of a residual at any given time.  For this reason, processes with a single input and output are 

usually not suited for fault detection with parity equations as the fault component of the residual 

is difficult (or impossible) to isolate.   

 

Processes with multiple input and output variables, however, are much better suited for parity 

equation fault detection.  For a process model with n output variables (where n > 1), n parity 

equations can be created and a residual vector r of size n can be formulated.  The presence of a 

fault will rarely impact the value of every residual in the vector.  Therefore, structured residuals 

can be generated using subspaces of the residual vector.  By ensuring that each structured residual 

is independent of at least one of the (potentially fault-affected) output variables, true fault 

components can be isolated.  This can also be accomplished using directional residuals, where a 

fault is associated with the magnitude of a directional vector in residual space. 

 

Parameter estimation and state observers are other methods than can be used for model-based 

fault detection systems.  Also, models based exclusively on harmonic or stochastic signals can be 

used in applicable situations.  These methods are beyond the scope of this thesis and will not be 

further discussed. 

 

2.2.4 Fault Diagnosis Systems  

 

Once a fault has been detected, many automated fault detection systems are capable of taking 

further steps and diagnosing the fault.  This refers to the determination of fault characteristics 

such as fault type, location, size and time-of-occurrence that provide technical personnel with the 
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best means for correcting the fault and preventing its reoccurrence.  From the fault detection 

methods described previously, features were extracted and subjected to some form of 

threshold/limit checking or change detection.  If it is determined that a fault has occurred, these 

features can be used as analytical (measured) symptoms.  Applicable heuristic (human-observed) 

symptoms such as noises, smells and visual observations can also be used.  All available and 

appropriate symptoms are used as inputs to any fault diagnosis method.   

 

Other information required for fault diagnosis includes any knowledge regarding fault-symptom 

relationships.  These relationships can sometimes be based on physical laws, although this is 

uncommon due to complexity.  Ordinarily, these relationships are formed using previous 

statistical data from an identical or similar process or experiential knowledge from an engineer, 

operator or other technical personnel.  Using symptoms (analytical and human-observed) and 

known fault-symptom relationships, two general types of fault diagnosis techniques can be used; 

classification- and inference-based. 

  

2.2.4.1 Classification or Statistical-based Methods 

 

Classification methods for fault diagnosis are the best choice if no information regarding fault-

symptom causality is available.  The first step with any classification method is to identify all 

possible fault classes (or types) for a given system through experimentation.  Each fault type Fi 

that occurs is recorded and stored into a fault vector F.  Also, for every occurrence of Fi, all 

available (and relevant) symptom measurements are recorded and stored into a set of reference 

vectors sREF,i for that particular fault type.  Figure 2-11 shows a plot of measured symptom data 

from a generic process using two symptoms with two known fault classes.  Each data point 

represents a recorded sREF vector and is labeled according to what was observed during the 
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measurement (i.e. normal ‘fault-free’ system operation, F1 occurrence or F2 occurrence).  Once 

this reference data had been collected and labeled for a given system, a classification scheme can 

then be developed using methods such as simple pattern recognition, Bayes Theorem classifiers, 

geometric classifiers or polynomial classifiers.   

 

 

Figure 2-11 - A plot showing measured symptoms of a generic process for normal system 
operation, occurrences of Fault Type 1 (F1) and occurrences of Fault Type 2 (F2). 

 

If the determined fault classes present high inter-class variation and low intra-class variation in 

the reference symptom data, simple pattern recognition may be a suitable classification method.  

For this method, each symptom is assigned a value of 1 if the established residual or parameter 

threshold is exceeded and 0 if it is not.  Then, every possible combination of symptom values can 

be listed in a decision table and associated with a specific fault class.  From the reference 
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symptom data shown in Figure 2-11, a value of 1 for Symptoms 1 and 2 would signify a F1 

occurrence.  A value of 1 for Symptom 1 and 0 for Symptom 2 would indicate a F2 occurrence.  

 

The Bayes Theorem classification method is one that has been used extensively in many different 

fields.  This method can be applied to fault diagnosis by using the following version of Bayes 

Theorem of conditional probabilities (Isermann, 2006):   

 

𝑓𝑖(𝑠) = 𝑃(𝐹𝑖|𝑠) = 𝑃(𝑠|𝐹𝑖)𝑃(𝐹𝑖)
𝑃(𝑠)

  (2-5) 

 

where 𝑓𝑖(𝑠) is the calculated ‘fault score’ which is equivalent to 𝑃(𝐹𝑖|𝑠), the probability that fault 

type 𝐹𝑖 has occurred given symptom measurement 𝑠; 𝑃(𝑠|𝐹𝑖) is the probability of the symptom 

having the value 𝑠 given that 𝐹𝑖 has occurred;  𝑃(𝐹𝑖) is the probability of 𝐹𝑖 occurring and 𝑃(𝑠) is 

the probability of the symptom having the value 𝑠.  All terms on the right side of the formula can 

be calculated by first constructing probability density functions from the experimental symptom 

data.  These functions are often assumed to form a Gaussian distribution.  For each new, 

unclassified symptom measurement, the fault score 𝑓𝑖 is calculated for each fault type Fi.  The 

symptom measurement set is then classified as the fault type that returns the largest fault score.  

The classification error can be minimized by using the maximum amount of available symptoms.      

 

Geometric classifiers can be used to classify faults based on Euclidean (or other) distances in 

symptom space.  The most common of these classifiers is known as the nearest neighbor method.  

For this method, the Euclidean distance (𝑑𝑖) between a new, unclassified symptom vector and 

each symptom reference point (sREF,i) in symptom space is calculated.  The new symptom vector 

is assigned to the fault class Fi that was associated with the reference vector sREF,i for which the 
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smallest distance was found.  This procedure can be represented by the following equation 

(Isermann, 2006):  

  

min𝑖(𝑑𝑖) =  min𝑖 ���𝒔𝒋 − 𝒔𝑹𝑬𝑭,𝒊�
2�  (2-6) 

 

where 𝒔𝒋 is the unclassified symptom vector. 

 

Polynomial classifiers can also be used for fault classification.  This method distinguishes fault 

types by constructing fault class ‘boundaries’ in symptom space using polynomial functions.   

 

The methods discussed in this section have all been supervised methods.  The term ‘supervised’ 

refers to the requirement that the system designer must designate the fault classes and label the 

reference symptom data.  Unsupervised methods eliminate these requirements by creating fault 

classes and reference symptom assignments automatically.  Examples of these methods include k-

means clustering and neural networks. 

 

2.2.4.2 Inference or Rule-based Methods 

 

Inference methods can be used if some information is known of fault-symptom causalities.  This 

information is normally gathered from the experience of engineers or technicians that are familiar 

with identical or similar systems.  Inference diagnosis systems are constructed primarily of IF-

THEN rules; the IF (premise) portion of the rules contain comparisons of symptom values and 

their specified thresholds and the THEN (conclusion) portion of the rules contain the fault types.  

In some cases, the relationships between symptoms and fault types are indirect and related 
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through intermediate events.  The formation of a fault tree can be useful in keeping these 

relationships organized.   

 

For example, consider the system illustrated in Figure 2-12.  This system was used to clamp part 

carriers in place on a roller conveyor for the duration of an assembly process.  The system 

contained two actuators (piston-cylinder and solenoid valve) and four process sensors.   

 

A fault detection system was implemented using parity equations that calculated a 

residual/symptom for each process sensor.  These symptoms were assigned a TRUE value if they 

exceed a specified residual threshold or a FALSE value if they do not.  A fifth (heuristic) 

symptom, sVIS, was also been included as an input and represented the visual observation of the 

clamp.  This symptom was assigned a TRUE value if the operator observed the clamp ‘sticking’, 

and FALSE if he or she observed normal actuation.  Figure 2-12 also lists seven fault types that 

were witnessed by a technician on an identical system.  Using the symptoms and the technician’s 

acquired knowledge of fault-symptom relationships, the following Boolean rules could be 

formulated for an inference fault diagnosis system:   

 

IF sP1 AND sP2 AND sP3 AND sL1 THEN F1 

IF (NOT sP1) AND (sP2 OR sP3) AND sL1 THEN F2 

IF (NOT sP1) AND (NOT sP2) AND (NOT sP3) AND sL1 AND sVIS THEN 

IF sP1 AND (NOT sP2) AND (NOT sP3) AND (NOT sL1) THEN F4 

IF (NOT sP1) AND sP2 AND (NOT sP3) AND (NOT sL1) THEN F5 

IF (NOT sP1) AND (NOT sP2) AND sP3 AND (NOT sL1) THEN F6 

IF (NOT sP1) AND (NOT sP2) AND (NOT sP3) AND sL1 AND (NOT sVIS) THEN F7 
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Figure 2-12 - Pneumatic clamping system with process sensors and observed (through experience) fault types listed. 
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2.3 Machine Vision 

 

Upon examination of the human sensory scheme, it is easy to conclude that vision is the most 

information-rich, useful and relied upon of all the senses.  For this reason, it is no surprise that 

researchers and engineers have made attempts to replicate vision, artificially, to automate tasks 

that require visual analysis and understanding.  This field is termed computer vision, and is not 

only a popular area of research in many academic institutions, but its concepts and techniques 

have also emerged in many modern commercial and industrial technologies.  Generally, computer 

vision involves the acquisition and digitization of images (or video) of an object or scene using a 

camera, transmitting those images to a computer and extracting information from them using 

image processing techniques.   

 

The term Machine Vision (MV) usually refers to the industrial application of computer vision 

concepts and techniques (Pham & Alcock, 2003).  This field encompasses any use of a vision 

technique to perform an industrial task.  The most popular and developed area of MV is 

automated visual inspection (AVI), which consists of a set of methods used for quality inspection 

of manufactured parts.  Using AVI, manufactured products that are defective or out-of-

specification (i.e. product failures) can be rejected before: a) they are sold to a customer or b) 

they continue to the next stage of the manufacturing process, causing equipment damage or 

wasting valuable equipment time and effort.  While many plants have implemented effective AVI 

systems, continuous improvement to AVI methods is always desired.  Other MV applications 
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such as barcode/label reading or vision-based robot control have also become commonplace in 

modern plants (Davies, 2005).   

 

2.3.1 Automated Visual Inspection 

 

As competition amongst manufacturers continues to grow, the productivity of their manufacturing 

systems is not the only area for concern.  Equally (if not more) important is the quality of their 

manufactured product.  In some cases, diminished quality can reduce a customer’s satisfaction 

with a given product and make it less likely for them to purchase another.  In others, it can lead to 

safety risks or concerns (i.e. the manufacture of airplane components).  Traditionally, human 

quality inspectors have been used to monitor manufactured product and identify defects.  

However, in cases where there are high production rates, small parts (or parts with small details), 

or hazardous conditions, it can be undesirable or impossible to use human inspectors.  Tiredness 

and boredom experienced by human inspectors in some cases can also decrease their reliability.  

These problems can lead a plant to opt for an automated solution. 

 

Automated Visual Inspection (AVI) systems are forms of automatic quality inspection that have 

become imperative in many modern manufacturing facilities.  These systems are integrated with a 

manufacturing process as an online station that all products must pass through.  Most systems 

consist of a camera (or cameras), PC and usually a controlled lighting environment within an 

enclosure.  Systems usually consist of the same sequence of steps, which are shown in Figure 

2-13 and described in the following subsections.      
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Figure 2-13 - Basic steps of an AVI system. 

 

AVI can be used to inspect a wide range of products, from apples to metal brackets to rubber O-

rings.  The types of product failures that are detectable using AVI can fall under three different 

categories: 

1. Defects (i.e. a brown spot on an apple) 

2. Dimension out-of-specification (i.e. a clearance hole is undersized) 

3. Missing components in an assembly (i.e. a manifold assembly is missing a gasket) 

The AVI methods selected for a process will depend heavily on the types of failures expected 

with a given product.  Figure 2-14, Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16 show examples of failures that 

AVI systems can detect. 
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Figure 2-14 - An example of a product failure that can be targeted by an AVI system:  
defects in cereal grains (Davies, 2005). 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 2-15 - An example of a product failure that can be targeted by an AVI system:  J-
clips present (a) and missing (b) in an automobile crossbeam assembly (Miles, 2009). 
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Figure 2-16 - An example of a product failure that can be targeted by an AVI system:  
clearance hole diameter checking (Pham & Alcock, 2003). 

 

2.3.1.1 Image Acquisition 

 

The first step of any AVI system is the acquisition of an image using a camera followed by the 

digitization of that image.  When designing an AVI system, camera selection is usually the first 

task that is performed.  Camera selection is very much dependent on the part being inspected, the 

types of product failures that typically arise with that part, lighting environment and the conveyor 

or transfer speed.  The resolution and capture rate capabilities of the camera are two important 

factors to be considered when making this selection.  If the resolution is too small, defects that are 

small in size may be undetectable.  If the capture rate of the camera is too slow, a production line 
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that moves at high speed may lead to blurred images.  In some cases, this blurring effect can be 

removed if the conveyor comes to a stop when an image is to be captured, or if the camera is 

synchronized with a strobe light.  Cameras with high resolution and capture rate, however, will 

lead to an increase in cost.   

 

Once a camera has been selected, careful attention must be paid to properly adjust the focus and 

gain of the camera to ensure a sharp and balanced image.  Many modern cameras include auto-

focus and auto-gain features that simplify this process.  Once an image has been captured, the 

analog voltages can be converted to digital values with an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), 

digitizing the image. 

 

Digital images are made up of large amounts of pixels, or picture elements, arranged in a 2D 

structure.  When an image is digitized, each pixel is assigned a numerical value that corresponds 

with the intensity of light at that point.  Pixel values can be assigned using three different 

schemes: binary, greyscale and colour.  Binary images contain pixels that have a value of either 1 

(white) or 0 (black).  Greyscale image pixels can range in values from 0 (black) to 2n – 1 (white), 

where n represents the number of bits used to store the values (8-bit being the most common).  

Every pixel value between 0 and 2n – 1 represents a different shade of grey.  Colour image pixels 

are made up of three components: typically red, green and blue.  The values of each represent the 

light intensity of that colour component at that point.  The pixel values in an image are the 

fundamental source of data in AVI systems. 
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Lighting configurations play an extremely important role in most AVIs.  Relying exclusively on 

ambient light to illuminate a scene or object will often generate problems due to light variation, 

shading and an inadequate amount of light in general.  These effects can distort an image’s pixel 

values or reduce its quality enough to render an AVI completely ineffective.   For this reason, 

much effort can be spent on choosing, implementing and adjusting a suitable lighting style.  The 

design of a lighting system for an AVI lacks an exact scientific method, and is still considered to 

be somewhat of an art.  In fact, some companies specialize in lighting design exclusively, basing 

designs on acquired experience.   

 

Figure 2-17 and Figure 2-18 show a general breakdown of different lighting techniques used in 

AVI systems.  The selection of technique is largely dependent on the type of product failure that 

is being targeted by the AVI.  Frontlighting refers to the case when the light source is placed 

behind or beside the camera lens, illuminating the front side of the object.  This style is used 

when details on the front side of the object (surface texture, defective marks, etc.) are of primary 

interest.  Diffuse lighting (i.e. ‘flooding’ the object with light from multiple sources, or a ring 

light) is sufficient when the elimination of shadows or shading is of main concern (Figure 2-18 

(a)).  However, if specific features need to be highlighted, directional frontlighting may be the 

best solution.  Brightfield lighting is achieved by placing the camera and light source at equal 

angles facing the object, which has the effect of highlighting certain surface features (Figure 2-18 

(b)).  Darkfield lighting is achieved by placing the camera directly above the object while placing 

the light source at a small angle of incidence with the object (Figure 2-18 (c)).  This configuration 

is useful for highlighting surface defects such as scratches or cracks.   
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Backlighting refers to the case where the object is located between the light source and the 

camera lens (Figure 2-18 (d)).  This has the effect of illuminating the background, and providing 

a sharp contrast between the background and foreground object.  This style is appropriate when 

the outer edges or inner holes of an object are of primary interest.       

 

 

Figure 2-17 - A breakdown of different lighting techniques for AVIs (Pham & Alcock, 
2003). 
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a) b) 

 

 

c) d) 

Figure 2-18 - Diagrams of some different lighting techniques:  a) diffuse frontlighting, b) 
brightfield frontlighting, c) darkfield frontlighting and d) diffuse backlighting. 

 

2.3.1.2 Image Enhancement 

 

Once an image has been acquired, it usually requires some form of ‘pre-processing’ to improve 

its quality before it can be useful in subsequent steps.  Quality improvements can include the 

removal of noise and the strengthening of certain features (edges, corners, uniform regions, etc.) 

in an image.  These improvements can be achieved through the use of several filtering and 

morphology techniques. 
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The filtering of an image is normally performed by applying convolution filters (or masks).  A 

convolution filter can be represented by a matrix, typically 3 x 3 to 7 x 7 in size.  When an image 

P is convolved with a filter C, a mathematical operation is performed on each pixel value in P 

producing a new image Y.  For an m x n image P and a q x r filter C (where q and r are odd 

numbers ≥ 3), this operation can be represented by the following equation:   

 

𝑌𝑖,𝑗  = ∑ ∑ 𝑃𝑖− �𝑞−12 �+𝑘−1,   𝑗− �𝑟−12 �+𝑙−1𝐶𝑘,𝑙
𝑟
𝑙=1

𝑞
𝑘=1   (2-7) 

 

This calculation is performed iteratively with the filter centered about every pixel value Pi,j until a 

complete image Y has been produced.  It should be noted that, depending on the size of the filter 

C, it will be impossible to apply this operation to the border pixels of the original image P. This 

means that the result image Y will be slightly smaller than P, which in most cases has a negligible 

effect.  This process is illustrated in Figure 2-19.   
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Figure 2-19 - A diagram illustrating the concept of image convolution with a 3 x 3 filter C.  
The operation is repeated for every pixel in P (excluding the border pixels), producing a 

complete result image Y. 

 

There exist many types of filters that have different sizes, elemental values and weights.  Many of 

these filters have the effect of ‘blurring’ or ‘smoothing’ the image, which can often eliminate or 

reduce the presence of noise pixels.  Common types of filters include averaging, median and 

Gaussian types.  Using the convolution symbol (*), a simple 3 x 3 average filter convolution can 

be written as: 

 

𝐼𝐹𝐼𝐿𝑇𝐸𝑅𝐸𝐷 =  1
9
�
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1

� ∗ 𝐼  (2-8) 
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When this filter is applied to an image, every pixel value in the original image is replaced with 

the average value of neighbouring pixels.  An example of this operation is shown in Figure 2-20 

(although in this example, a 7 x 7 averaging filter has been applied to emphasize the effect).  As 

can be seen in this example, the result image appears blurry in comparison with the original.     

 

  

a) b) 

Figure 2-20 - Original greyscale image (a) and the resulting image following convolution 
with a 7 x 7 average filter (b). 

 

Another fundamental image enhancement method is morphology.  This method employs two 

types of image operations; dilation (region expanding) and erosion (region shrinking).  Similar to 

filtering using convolution, a mask is constructed (again, typically 3 x 3 to 7 x 7 in size) and 

swept across an original image P, centering on each original pixel.  In this case, the original pixel 

is replaced with the maximum (dilation) or minimum (erosion) pixel value in its surrounding 
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neighbourhood, creating the result image Y.  The neighbourhood size corresponds with the size of 

the mask.   

 

When these operations are performed sequentially, it is referred to as morphological opening or 

closing.  Morphological opening (erosion followed by dilation) can eliminate noise pixels while 

morphological closing (dilation followed by erosion) can strengthen certain image features (i.e. 

connecting gaps in edges, creating uniform regions).  Figure 2-21 shows and example of an 

opening process and Figure 2-22 shows an example of a closing process.   

 

 

Figure 2-21 - Example of a morphological opening process with a 3 x 3 mask on a small 
binary image (Pham & Alcock, 2003). 
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Figure 2-22 - Example of a morphological closing process with a 3 x 3 mask on a small 
binary image (Pham & Alcock, 2003). 

 

2.3.1.3 Image Segmentation 

 

Once an image has been enhanced with respect to quality, the next step is to distinguish 

foreground objects (or regions of interest) from the background.  This is referred to as image 

segmentation.  The two most common methods of segmentation are edge detection and 

thresholding.  Other methods of image segmentation include region growing, split-and-merge, 

window-based subdivision and uni-dimensional line profiling (Pham & Alcock, 2003).   

 

Edge detection is one of the most commonly used types of image segmentation.  The basic goal 

of any edge detection method is to locate, in an image, areas of high pixel intensity differentials.  

These differentials can often indicate region/object boundaries.  There exist several different edge 

detection methods of varying performance levels and computational efforts.  Some methods use 

sets of simple convolution filters (Roberts, Sobel, Prewitt operators).  Each individual filter in a 

set is designed to detect pixel intensity differentials (edges) in a single direction.  Once all 

directional filters have been convolved with the original image, their result images can be 

summed to produce a single result image showing all detected edges.  Other methods follow a 

more involved set of steps, and can include activities such as edge suppression or strengthening 
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(Canny method).  In some cases, the edge detection method can be simplified by constraining the 

search along one direction through an image (see Section  3.4.1).  An example of the Sobel edge 

detection method is shown in Figure 2-23. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 2-23 - Example image (a) and result image after Sobel edge detection filters have 
been applied (b).  

 

Another common segmentation technique is image thresholding.  The first step of thresholding is 

to construct a histogram showing the frequency of pixels belonging to each grey level in an 

image.  Typically, two distinct modes will appear in this histogram; the first associated with light 

(background) pixel values and the second associated with dark (object/foreground) pixels.  Then, 

a threshold can be selected that lies midway between the two modes.  The image can then be 

‘binarized’; all pixel values lower than the threshold are set to 0 (black) and all pixel values above 

the threshold are set to the maximum (white) pixel value.  The result is a binary image with black 

foreground objects on a white background.  This process is illustrated in Figure 2-24. 
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Figure 2-24 - An illustration of the image thresholding method. 

  

A simpler, alternative method for image segmentation is template matching.  For this method, a 

template image is generated that contains a part with perfect characteristics.  For inspection of a 

new part, this template is then swept across the acquired image comparing each pixel value from 

the template with the corresponding pixel in the local image region.  A match score is calculated 

for each template-image comparison, and instances with high scores are labeled matches.  One 

way of calculating this score is by using the Hamming distance, which involves the summing of 

differences in corresponding pixel values between template and local image region.  The 

disadvantage of this method is the computational cost of executing a potentially large amount of 
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pixel comparisons.  For this reason, this method is normally only suitable when a relatively small 

template can be used. 

 

Once segmentation has been completed, it can sometimes be submitted to some form of post-

processing.  Additional filtering and morphology can be applied to further improve the quality of 

the segmented image.  Also, techniques such as the Hough Transform can be used to determine 

geometric properties about the segmented regions (i.e. line and circle equations). 

 

2.3.1.4 Feature Extraction 

 

Once a segmented image has been obtained, the next step is to extract features of interest from 

that image.  Image features are numerical values that describe the characteristics of the segmented 

object or region of interest in an image.  Important features are assembled into feature vectors that 

are used to describe an object, and later to classify it.     

 

Object features are those that characterize a segmented object’s geometry or shade properties.  

Common geometric properties of an object that can be determined include area, perimeter, 

elongation ratio, minimum bounding box dimensions or object length in any direction.  Pixel 

histograms can also be constructed for a segmented object that can describe its overall shade or 

tone.  An example of object feature extraction is illustrated in Figure 2-25. 
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Window features are those that characterize the statistical distribution of pixel values in an entire 

image or subdivided region.  These can include mean, median, standard deviation, skewness and 

kurtosis values in an image (Pham & Alcock, 2003).     

 

 

Figure 2-25 - Example of feature extraction from an image of 3 rolls of tape. 

 

The selection of appropriate features is a very important aspect of the feature extraction step.  The 

primary objective is to select features that will be easy to classify and able to target expected 

failures.  In general, desired features will have high inter-class variation and low intra-class 
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variation.  This means that a feature’s values for a good part and a defective part should be easily 

distinguishable and a feature’s value for a good part should have low standard deviation.    

 

2.3.1.5 Classification 

 

The final step in an AVI system is the classification of the part into one of two or more suitable 

categories based on extracted features.  These categories can be distinguished by different part 

classes, but most commonly the categories are based on whether or not the part is acceptable 

(pass) or defective (fail).  Numerous classification methods, both statistical- and inference-based, 

can be used for this step.  In fact, many of these methods are identical to those used for machine 

fault diagnosis (Bayes Theorem method, geometric classifiers, polynomial classifiers, rule-based 

methods, etc.).  For more information regarding these techniques, refer to Section 1.2.4.  When 

comparing AVI classification methods to fault diagnosis methods, substitute symptom vectors for 

feature vectors, and fault classes for ‘part classes’ (i.e. pass and fail). 

 

2.3.2 Video Event Detection 

 

Another subfield of computer vision that has received significant attention in recent years is video 

event detection.  This subfield refers to the modeling and classification of events in video 

sequences.  Most of the work in this field is focused on the problem of monitoring pedestrian 

activity in crowded public scenes and vehicle activity at traffic intersections.  The goal of many 

researchers is to develop systems that can detect anomalies in video sequences (i.e. a pedestrian 

walking out-of-bounds or a car travelling the wrong way on a street).  Event detection methods 
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using tracking (Buzan, Sclaroff, & Kollios, 2004), optical flow (Wali & Alimi, 2009), feature 

points (Schuldt, Laptev, & Caputo, 2004) and spatiotemporal volumes (Sukthankar & Hebert, 

2007) have all been demonstrated.  Figure 1-26 shows an example of video event detection using 

spatiotemporal volumes.  

 

 

Figure 2-26 - An example of video event detection using spatiotemporal volumes (Benezeth, 
Jodoin, Saligrama, & Rosenberg, 2009).  The top frames display a car travelling in the 

correct direction and the bottom frames show a car making an illegal U-turn. 

    

Video event detection methods often use similar processing steps to AVI systems, especially 

segmentation and feature extraction.  A common feature of many of these methods is the 

segmentation of objects (or moving objects) and in an image.  The key difference with video 

event detection is that this segmentation and/or feature extraction must be performed to several 

images in a temporal sequence (i.e. a video segment) and the relationship between objects or 

features through time must be monitored.   
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2.4 Related Work in Fault Detection and Machine Vision 

 

An extensive search was conducted for research publications that studied fault detection 

techniques for assembly automation as well as machine vision.  No publications were found that 

studied the application of machine vision as a supervisory, fault detection system.  However, a 

great deal of published work was found that looked at fault detection and diagnosis in industrial 

machinery.  Furthermore, a number of these publications focused on assembly automation.  Also, 

several papers on the development and improvement of AVI systems and video event detection 

were found that were considered of interest to this thesis.  A representative sample of these papers 

are briefly discussed in this section.    

 

Some researchers have studied the effect of machine fault occurrences on assembly systems.  One 

study examined part jamming in a part feeder for an assembly machine (Usubamatov, 

Ububamatova, & Muin, 2011).  Factors affecting the probability of a part jamming in the feeder 

chute were discussed and analyzed, and a formula for calculating the failure rate of a feeder was 

presented.   

 

A considerable amount of research has been completed in the field of condition monitoring for 

predictive maintenance (for assembly systems or assembly-related equipment), specifically in 

vibration analysis of rotating equipment.  For example, Dalpiaz looked at different vibration 

analysis methods using a cam mechanism from an automatic packaging machine as a test subject 

(Dalpiaz & Rivola, 1997).  Amplitude probability density (APD) and power spectral density 

(PSD) were among the common vibration analysis methods that were studied.  While these 
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methods exhibited success in detecting faults, it was found that time-frequency analysis methods 

such as the wavelet transform provided better means for fault diagnosis and a greater sensitivity 

to faults in their incipient stage.  Several works have also focused on detecting faults in robotic 

assembly by monitoring vibrations in the robot’s joints (Li, Xi, Mohamed, & Behdinan, 2011; 

Eski, Erkaya, Savas, & Yildirim, 2011). 

 

Model-based fault detection of automated manufacturing systems is another topic that has seen 

significant attention from researchers.  Holloway developed a fault detection system for simple 

machine consisting of two conveyors, a conveyor transfer (lifter) and three ‘on-off’ optical 

sensors (Holloway & Krogh, 1990).  A model was developed based on discrete time-event 

windows and resembled a simplified, strictly constrained version of the parity equation method.  

Miyagi presented a fault detection methodology using Petri nets to model normal machine 

operation, fault diagnosis and fault treatment (Miyagi & Riascos, 2006).  The methodology was 

validated using case studies of a machining operation, a loading/unloading operation and an entire 

manufacturing cell.  Reppa proposed a fault detection method using parameter estimation that 

constructs feasible (acceptable) ellipsoids in parameter space (Reppa & Tzes, 2011).  The method 

was simulated with an electrostatic micro-actuator and produced positive results.  Demetgul 

investigated the application of two different types of artificial neural networks (ART2, Bp) for 

fault detection in a basic continuous assembly machine (Demetgul, Tansel, & Taskin, 2009).  

Data from eight different sensors throughout the process was collected (for normal and faulty 

behaviour) and used to train the neural networks.  Both approaches were perfect in distinguishing 

normal behaviour from faulty behaviour and showed success in identifying fault types when the 

signal variation was relatively small.   
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Fault diagnosis systems have also been studied extensively by a variety of researchers.  Nadakatti 

et al developed a rule-based diagnostic system for use with general purpose machinery 

(Nadakatti, Ramachandra, & Kumar, 2008).  Baydar developed a Bayesian fault diagnosis system 

for an assembly process by predicting error states with a 3D model (Baydar & Saitou, 2004).  

Another study investigated the optimal placement of sensors around a fixture for diagnosing part 

location errors (Liu, Jin, Lin, Zheng, & Yu, 2011).  Bayesian networks were constructed in order 

to determine the optimal placements.       

 

Sekar et al compared three different fault diagnosis architectures using a PLC-based assembly 

cell as a prototype (Sekar, Hsieh, & Wu, 2011).  The first architecture was comprised of remote 

webcam monitoring of the system and voice/text communication between operator and 

troubleshooter.  The second incorporated two sensors that were explicitly installed on the 

assembly cell for fault detection.  The third provided the troubleshooter with access to historical 

I/O data (i.e. symptom data) of the assembly cell.  The advantages and disadvantages of each 

scheme were highlighted and supported with a survey of experienced equipment troubleshooters.  

Many other researchers have also looked into the development of similar remote diagnosis 

systems (Lin, Shutao, & Xiaowen, 2007; Mori, Fujishima, Komatsu, Zhao, & Liu, 2008; Wang, 

Tse, He, & Yeung, 2004).  The motivation behind many of these developments is the desire to 

remove the responsibility of fault diagnosis from the local operator and place it with a more 

specialized and experienced troubleshooter, located offsite.   
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Some researchers have looked at the inclusion of real-time video monitoring and video playback 

features with fault diagnosis systems (Yao, 2005; Kwon, Chiou, & Stepanskiy, 2009).  Although 

these systems utilized cameras and video for fault diagnosis purposes, this was intended for 

human review only and no computer vision concepts were applied.     

 

Much work has been published by researchers on various aspects of AVI systems including 

lighting, feature extraction and classification techniques.  Killing developed a neuro-fuzzy 

classification system for an AVI that detects missing clips in an automobile crossbeam assembly 

(Killing, 2007).  Miles expanded on this work by investigating some variations on this method 

(Miles, 2009).  Five new classification methods were analyzed, including those that were feature-

based and Eigenimage-based and used neural network and principal component analysis (PCA) 

techniques.  The best results were found using a feature-based PCA classification method that 

also required a minimum amount of training. 

 

Okumura et al developed an AVI that used two high-speed cameras with stereovision to detect 

mating errors in a peg-base assembly (Okumara, Take, & Okino, 2005).  The peg was highlighted 

in the image using a semiconductor laser and the system was able to successfully predict 80% of 

assembly scenarios (successes and failures).  

 

The concept of video event detection (specifically, spatiotemporal volume methods) has been 

frequently studied by researchers in recent years.  Sukthankar developed a method that uses over-

segmented spatiotemporal shapes based on object colour and location to identify human actions 

in a crowded scene (Sukthankar & Hebert, 2007).  Benezeth et al demonstrated a method that 
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modeled spatiotemporal patterns with co-occurrence matrices on a pixel level to monitor a traffic 

intersection (Benezeth, Jodoin, Saligrama, & Rosenberg, 2009).  Bobick presents a method for 

recognizing different human motions (crouching, waving, etc.) using a single ‘vector-image’ to 

represent motion history at each pixel (Bobick & Davis, 2001).  This work may seem unrelated at 

first glance, but it will be seen in Chapter 5 that a second vision-based fault detection system was 

developed for this thesis that was based on video event detection with spatiotemporal volumes.  

This second version was created to address shortcomings of the original method using AVI 

concepts.        

 

2.5 Summary 

 

Assembly automation has been progressing since early in the 20th century and is now a 

technology employed extensively in the food, drug and electronics industries.  These systems 

consist of three main components; part feeding, transfer systems and assembly processes.  Part 

feeding (including escapements) and transfer systems are the most difficult components to design 

and implement, and are generally believed to be the largest source of machine faults during 

machine operation.  This information was heavily considered during development of the MV fault 

detection system.   

 

Most sources agree that the most effective way to improve productivity in assembly systems is by 

reducing the average time required to restart a machine after a fault has occurred.  This statement 

aligns with the objectives of this thesis, as one of the motivations for this research is to improve 

the speed with which faults are detected or diagnosed.  If a fault can be detected immediately 
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following an occurrence (or in its incipient stage), the downtime associated with that occurrence 

could be reduced, thereby reducing the time before a machine can be put back online.   

 

Technology advancements in recent decades have provided more opportunities for the detection, 

diagnosis and management of faults in manufacturing systems.  Developments in predictive 

maintenance methods, such as vibration analysis and thermography, have improved the way that 

machine components are monitored, repaired and replaced.  While much effort has been put into 

the improvement of traditional fault detection methods, they all come with certain fundamental 

deficiencies.  Predictive maintenance requires effort and interpretation from human technicians 

and is limited to detecting soft, mechanical equipment faults.  Limit checking and model-based 

fault detection techniques are limited to detecting faults that present disparity in traditional sensor 

readings (optical, proximity, current, force, etc.).  In certain cases, the relationship between fault 

and sensor reading may be indirect and difficult to model.  The fault may also simply lack any 

physical characteristics that would make it detectable by a traditional sensor.   

 

As was discussed in Chapter 1, the motivation behind this thesis was to determine if a vision-

based system could effectively complement existing systems by addressing some of the 

deficiencies discussed in this chapter.  The system would be automated (i.e. no human effort 

required) and could be able to detect visually cued faults quickly, preventing time delays and 

accrued machine or product damage.  Some of these visually cued faults may also be those that 

are undetectable (or at least, directly undetectable) using traditional sensors.   
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Another deficiency of existing fault detection methods is the limited means they provide for the 

diagnosis of a fault.  Although many researchers have also looked at improving diagnosis 

methods by implementing well-developed statistical analysis models, it can be difficult (and time-

consuming) for even an experienced troubleshooter to determine a fault type, location or root 

cause by studying substantial amounts of physical sensor data.  Some researchers have included 

video monitoring or playback features in their diagnosis systems that make it easier for a 

technician or operator to see exactly what happened during a fault occurrence.  The vision-based 

fault detection system proposed in this thesis would have the same capabilities, as multiple 

cameras would be monitoring the system and video data of a fault could easily and quickly be 

recorded, stored and replayed once it has been determined that one has occurred.   

 

After an extensive literature review, no publications were found that directly linked fault 

detection with machine vision for assembly machines.  This absence of related work is what led 

to the exploratory approach to this project, as there were no existing methods to expand upon or 

compare results to.  Also, although many works in fault detection in manufacturing equipment 

were found, very few of them included any documented standard or typical fault detection rates 

(false positive and false negative) to enable quantitative comparison of performance.  This made 

it challenging to select a target detection rate for the MV fault detection system developed for this 

thesis. 
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Chapter 3 

Apparatus and Software 

The first steps in this research were to assemble a suitable testbed and select appropriate software 

for development and testing of the vision-based fault detection system.  Figure 3-1 shows the 

basic layout of hardware components chosen for the test apparatus, which include an automated 

assembly prototype, Programmable Logic Controller (PLC), cameras, camera mounts and a 

central desktop PC.  The PC is used not only for image processing but also acts as the human 

interface with the system.  These components, as well as the software, are described in the 

following sections. 

 

 

Figure 3-1 - Hardware layout for the vision-based fault detection testbed. 
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3.1 Automated Assembly Prototype 

 

The automated assembly machine selected as a prototype for developing and testing the proposed 

machine vision (MV) fault detection system was a Dual Conveyor PLC Workcell from Feedback 

Instruments, Ltd.  The workcell performs the automated assembly of a simple, 3-part component 

that consists of a plastic washer (or ‘puck’), a metal washer and a metal base peg.  Assembly is 

not completed with any rigid fastening methods, but rather the simple placement of the washers 

onto the base peg (i.e. parts are held together with gravity and a clearance fit with the peg).   

 

The workcell shown in Figure 3-2 is seen to consist of two belt conveyors (each driven with its 

own motor and gearbox), three solenoid-actuated sorting arms, four solenoid-actuated ratchet-

style dispensers, four part chutes (or feed tracks), one inductive sensor, six optical sensors and a 

webcam used for vision-based height inspection.  The machine utilizes a power-and-free transfer 

method and both belt conveyors run continuously.  Parts are fed to the machine from gravity-

powered feed tracks and released to the conveyor using ratchet-style escapements.  The conveyor 

motors are driven at 11 RPM and the machine has a production rate of approximately 3 upm.  
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Figure 3-2 - The Dual Conveyor PLC workcell, with legend.
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The machine originally consisted of a height inspection station that used a mechanical probe to 

measure the height (thickness) of the pucks.  The station required the conveyor to come to a 

complete stop while the probe was lowered to contact the part, which severely limited the 

production rate of the machine.  To increase this rate to its current value of 3 upm, the mechanical 

probe station was replaced with a vision-based height inspection system that consists of a 

webcam and the Edge Detection AVI tool in LabVIEW (see Section 3.4.1).  This system 

performed height inspection as the part was in motion, allowing for the conveyor to run 

continuously and the production rate to increase significantly.   

 

The operating sequence of the workcell is as follows (with reference to Figure 3-2): 

1. A plastic or metal puck is released from the first feed track by a ratchet-style dispenser 

(A) onto the upper conveyor.  The puck can come in a variety of thicknesses, but only 

one thickness (8 mm) is admissible for a proper assembly. 

2. The puck travels past the first optical sensor into the height inspection area (B). 

3. The workcell PLC receives a signal from the vision-based height inspection program on 

the PC that indicates whether or not the puck is the correct height. If the puck is of 

incorrect height (anything other than 8mm), a reject flag is set. Another puck is released 

by the first dispenser. 

4. The puck continues to travel along the conveyor until it reaches an inductive sensor (C) 

that indicates whether the part is metal or plastic. 

5. The puck continues along the conveyor and is sorted into one of two chutes according to 

material (metal or plastic) (D). Parts that were rejected due to incorrect height continue 

off the end of the conveyor into the reject bin (E). 
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6. Once there is an admissible puck in both of the secondary chutes (1 metal and 1 plastic), 

a puck from each chute is released vertically onto the staging and assembly platform (G). 

7. A metal base peg is released onto the lower conveyor by another dispenser (F). 

8. The base peg contacts the first puck on the staging platform, and the puck falls on to the 

peg. This process occurs again for the second puck, completing the assembly (shown in 

Figure 3-2, near the end of the lower conveyor).  

9. The assembled part is directed into one of two storage lanes by a sorting arm (H). 

 

This workcell was chosen because it includes many components that are common is assembly 

automation:  belt conveyors, feed tracks, solenoid actuators and optical sensors.  Also, the 

machine was suitable for this research as it was simple and appropriately sized for a laboratory 

environment.  No attempt was made to implement a controlled lighting environment.  Lighting 

was not expected to be a major factor as the location of the workcell was brightly lit and was not 

near any large windows.  Additional specifications for this equipment can be found in Appendix 

A. 

 

3.2 Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) 

 

All workcell operations are controlled with an OMRON CP1L PLC that consists of 40 I/O points 

(24 DC inputs, 16 relay outputs).  The controller executes ladder logic programs that are created 

using the CX-Programmer desktop software.  Programs are downloaded to the PLC through a 

serial connection.  

 

This PLC was selected primarily for its relatively low cost and adequate number of I/O points.  

This unit also possessed serial I/O capabilities which were necessary in order to communicate 
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with LabVIEW, the software used to develop the MV fault detection system (see Section 3.4).  

The logic for the automated assembly prototype can be found in Appendix B.   

  

3.3 Cameras 

 

As stated in Chapter 2, camera selection and configuration are crucial aspects of every MV 

system.  For this project, it was important to ensure that the cameras used were able to capture a 

sufficient level of detail of principal machine regions and individual components.  Also, the 

capture rate of the cameras needed to be high enough so that image quality would not be affected 

by the machine’s speed (i.e. blurred images or ‘missed’ events).  The cameras needed to be 

positioned in a way that captured all pertinent areas of the machine from effective viewpoints, 

and could be easily adjusted and repositioned during system development.  The following 

sections describe the type of camera selected and the manner in which cameras were mounted and 

positioned. 

 

3.3.1 Camera Type 

 

The cameras chosen for this project were all Microsoft VX2000 webcams.  These are typical 

commercial-grade webcams with video resolution of 640 x 480 pixels (in RGB colour format) 

and a capture rate of 30 frames per second.  They were connected to a central PC (see Figure 3-1) 

with USB cables.  The PC was equipped with 2 PCI USB cards to increase the available USB 

bandwidth.  An example of the VX2000 webcam is shown in Figure 3-3. 
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Figure 3-3 - A Microsoft VX2000 webcam. 

 

This model was chosen for its small size, low cost, mounting flexibility and compatibility with 

the LabVIEW software.  Based on the operating speed and size of the automated assembly 

prototype, the resolution and capture rate of this camera model were expected to be satisfactory.  

In fact, in an effort to reduce the computational load associated with processing the pixel data, the 

camera resolution was reduced to 320 x 240 pixels.  Upon examination of the images captured of 

critical machine regions using this reduced resolution setting, it was found that they still 

contained an adequate amount of detail.  All auto-focus and colour balancing features were 

disabled in order to ‘stabilize’ the pixel data, or in other words, to decrease the amount of pixel 

variation in successive images of static machine components.  Additional specifications of this 

model can be found in Appendix A. 

 

3.3.2 Camera Positioning 

 

A camera mounting frame was constructed from ¾” x ¾” aluminum square tubing with rough 

outer dimensions of 4’ (L) x 2.5’ (W) x 2’ (H).  This frame was fastened to the table upon which 

the assembly machine sat, fully encompassing the machine.  The frame consists of several cross-
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members that span its horizontal and vertical faces that can be mounted anywhere along the x and 

y axes.  The bases of these webcams were mounted to these cross-members with cable ties, and 

can be easily repositioned along the length of any cross-member.  A diagram of this mounting 

frame is shown in Figure 3-4.   

 

This mounting frame setup allows for the cameras to be mounted on the frame perimeter 

anywhere in the xy, yz and xz planes.  Additionally, the webcams themselves are fixed to ball 

socket mounts that can rotate in all directions, providing the capability of adjusting the camera to 

its optimal viewing angle.  A picture of the complete hardware setup, with cameras mounted, is 

shown in Figure 3-5.   

 

 

Figure 3-4 - A diagram of the camera mounting frame.  Vertical and horizontal cross-
members (green) can be adjusted by 2" intervals in the x and y directions. 
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Figure 3-5 - Test apparatus setup: automated assembly prototype, camera mounting frame 
and cameras (mounted to frame cross-members). 

 

3.4 LabVIEW 

 

The software selected for use as a platform for development of the vision-based fault detection 

system was LabVIEW 2010 from National Instruments.  LabVIEW is a system design platform 

and development environment that uses a graphics-based programming language and interface.  

This style is in contrast to many other development environments (such as MATLAB) that use 

simple lines of code written in a specific syntax.  LabVIEW was chosen because:  

a) its graphical programming environment made it easy to build and modify the system 

b) the image acquisition and processing tools included with the software are well-developed 

and easy to configure 

c) common AVI tools such as edge detection, pattern matching, geometric matching and 

colour inspection were included with the software 
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LabVIEW contains many different image processing operations, but those that are of interest to 

this thesis are the common AVI tools.  These tools will be discussed in the following sections, 

with information extracted from National Instruments (2010).        

 

3.4.1 Edge Detection Tool 

 

As discussed in Chapter 2, an ‘edge’ in an image is a region where adjacent pixels demonstrate a 

sharp, dramatic change in pixel intensity value (either from high to low, or vice versa).  These 

sharp pixel changes can often indicate object or region boundaries that may be of interest.  

Several methods can be used to highlight and detect these edge regions that typically utilize some 

form of convolution filter applied to an entire 2D image.  The LabVIEW Edge Detection tool 

includes many of these methods including the Roberts, Sobel and Prewitt operators (Pham & 

Alcock, 2003).  However, the LabVIEW tool also allows a user to customize the edge detection 

method by constraining search regions and setting pixel gradient thresholds.  The system 

developed for this research used the custom LabVIEW Edge Detection tool with a constrained 1D 

search region (i.e. a straight line, circle or ellipse) and an absolute pixel threshold.  The main 

components of this version of the Edge Detection tool are displayed in Figure 3-6.  Note that the 

numbers 1 to 4 in the table correspond to the numbered points of interest in the example image. 
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Figure 3-6 - A diagram showing the LabVIEW Edge Detection tool with example image, 
setup screen and results after running the tool. 

 

To configure this tool, the user first specifies the 1D search region (i.e. a straight line) on a 

training image in an area where edge information is desired.  A pixel value profile is then 

generated and displayed on the tool setup screen.  Using this profile, the user can then select an 

appropriate edge pixel threshold.  When this profile ‘crosses’ this threshold (i.e. adjacent pixel 

values are on opposite sides of it), an edge is detected.  Once the tool has been configured, new 

images can be entered into the tool which will return the number of edges detected for each 

image. 

 

The customized version of the Edge Detection tool also allows the user to define 2D target search 

regions, including rectangular and circular areas.  Also, a more advanced version of the tool uses 

local approximations of a Fourier transform of the first derivative of pixel intensities rather than 
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an absolute threshold.  These advanced options were not used as they did not appear to be suitable 

for this application, as will be seen in later chapters.   

 

3.4.2 Pattern Matching Tool 

 

The LabVIEW Pattern Matching tool is the software’s version of the template matching method 

discussed in Chapter 2.  Generally, the tool scans images searching for pixel-based matches with 

a predefined template image.  In most AVI applications, this template image is one that displays a 

‘good’ part, or a part with no defects and correct dimensions.  Matches are based purely on pixel 

value (grayscale) similarities, with each pixel value in a target region of the inspected image 

being compared with the corresponding pixel value in the template image.  From these 

comparisons, a match score is calculated that indicates how closely the inspected image region 

matches the template image.  The main components of the Pattern Matching tool are displayed in 

Figure 3-7.  As in Figure 3-6, the match numbers 1 and 2 correspond to the matched targets in the 

example image.   

 

To configure this tool, the user first uploads an image to be used as a matching template.  The 

template image can also be created by cropping a training image in the desired area of interest.  

The user then specifies a target search region (rectangular box) on a training image where he or 

she wishes to search for a template match.  This step is significant as it will constrain and reduce 

the computational cost of the search.  Searching for small template matches in large images can 

be computationally expensive and can seriously restrict the response time of the system.   

 

The user then specifies a match score threshold and rotation tolerance, using the training image as 

a reference.  The match score threshold is the minimum match score that signifies a match and 
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needs to be carefully chosen to balance accuracy and robustness.  If the threshold is too low, the 

search may result in several ‘false’ matches with similar, but not identical, objects in an image.  If 

the threshold is too high, slight pixel variations will cause identical objects or image regions to 

not be identified as matches.   

 

 

Figure 3-7 - A diagram showing the LabVIEW Pattern Matching tool with example image, 
setup screens and results after running the tool. 

 

The rotational tolerance is the angle of rotation that the pattern in the image is allowed to have 

and still be considered a match to the template.  This tolerance should also be cautiously selected, 

as each additional allowable match rotation will effectively generate another (rotated) template 

and add another search routine.  These additional steps can significantly increase the required 
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amount of computation.  Once the tool is configured, new images can be entered into the tool 

which will return the number of matches found in each image. 

 

3.4.3 Geometric Matching Tool 

 

The LabVIEW Geometric Matching tool works in a similar manner to the Pattern Matching tool.  

The tool is configured with a template image and searches new images for matches to that 

template.  However, instead of using simple pixel value comparisons (as the Pattern Matching 

tool does), the Geometric Matching tool pre-processes the template image and extracts a set of 

geometric features from it (edge points, lines, corners, circles, etc.).  It stores these features and 

their spatial relationships as part of the template.  It then extracts geometric features from a target 

search region of the inspected image.   All extracted image features and their spatial relationships 

are compared with the template features and a match score is calculated that indicates the degree 

of similarity between them.  The main components of the Geometric Matching tool are displayed 

in Figure 3-8.  As with the previous two figures, the numbers 1 to 5 in the table correspond to the 

five matches found in the example image. 

 

The tool is configured first by uploading a template image and identifying a target region on a 

training image to be inspected.  The user defines parameters such as edge threshold, rotation 

tolerance, scale tolerance and match score threshold.  The scale tolerance is similar to the 

rotational tolerance; it is the scaled size (in percentage) that the inspected features are allowed to 

have with respect to the template features and still be considered a match.  The user also selects 

whether the training/matching algorithms carried out by the tool will be edge-based or feature-

based (these options will be expanded on in later paragraphs).  Once these parameters have been 

selected, the tool begins extracting geometric features from the template. 
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Figure 3-8 - A diagram showing the LabVIEW Geometric Matching tool with example 
image, setup screens and results after running the tool (Note:  Objects with different pixel 

‘shades’, but similar geometries, are still recognized as matches). 

 

The feature extraction process begins with a search for ‘curve seed pixels’ in the template image.  

These are pixels that present a value contrast with an adjacent pixel that exceeds the user-defined 

edge threshold.  This process is similar to the one carried out by the Edge Detection tool, but uses 

a relative threshold and no dimensional constraints.  Once a seed pixel is located, the tool then 

executes a tracing routine that checks neighbouring pixels for value contrasts with other adjacent 

pixels (not including the original seed pixel).  If one of these pixel contrasts exceeds the 

threshold, that pixel is added to the set.  This tracing routine repeats until no neighbouring pixels 

present a threshold-exceeding value contrast. The set of connected points form the curve, or 
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contour, upon which the geometric feature is based.  The process repeats until the entire image 

has been scanned and all curves/contours have been identified.   

 

Once the curves/contours have been identified in the template image, they can be represented and 

stored in one of two ways according to which training/matching option was selected.  The edge-

based option uses an ‘R-Table’ to store the geometric feature information.  Stored in this R-Table 

are the pixel contrast ‘strengths’, distances and angles (from the center of the template) of each 

point in each curve that was identified in the previous step.   

 

The feature-based option uses geometric approximations of the extracted features as well as 

vectors that define their spatial relationship with one another.  First, polygons are used to 

approximate the rectangular shape of each curve.  If a close approximation can be made, the 

curves are then stored as lines, corners or rectangles.  If a close approximation cannot be made, 

the curves are stored as circular shapes (circles or arcs).  The tool then stores the reference 

vectors that represent the location of one feature with respect to the next.   

 

Once the training/setup steps have been completed, the tool can then search images (within the 

target regions) for geometric matches to the template.  The edge-based style utilizes a generalized 

Hough transform for matching (Davies, 2005).  First, the curve extraction process is repeated for 

the target region of the inspected image.  For every curve point found, the tool retrieves points of 

similar pixel contrast values from the template R-table.  The angle and distance of the ‘candidate’ 

point are then compared with stored angles and distances of the retrieved points.  The strongest 

similarities are stored in an accumulator and an overall match score between 0 and 1000 (0 

meaning no match, 1000 meaning the strongest match possible) is calculated based on the 

accumulated similarity strengths of all the extracted curve points.        
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The feature-based option follows a different set of steps for matching.  First, the curve extraction 

and geometric approximation processes are repeated for the target region of the inspected image.  

The tool then executes a ‘feature correspondence’ routine, which gathers a set of potential 

matches by comparing stored template features with inspected image features of the same type.  

Then, the template ‘model’ is superimposed onto each of the potential matches, confirming the 

match by comparing the reference vectors between features.  A match score is calculated (again, 

between 0 and 1000) that indicates the number of feature matches and the strength of the 

similarities in each match.  This method is most effective when it is predetermined that the image 

(template and inspected) will contain ‘standard’ shapes (lines, rectangles, circles, etc.). 

 

If the calculated match score using either training/matching method exceeds the user-defined 

threshold, the tool signifies that a match has been made.  Once the tool is configured and 

‘trained’, new images can be entered into the tool which will return the number of matches found 

in each image.  The edge-based option was used in the development of the MV fault detection 

system because it was previously unknown if the types of shapes that would arise during 

development would be ‘standard’ types. 

 

 

3.4.4 Colour Inspection Tool 

 

The LabVIEW Colour Inspection tool uses colour information to locate, compare and segment 

regions in an image.  This tool is composed of a family of ‘sub-tools’, each performing a different 

colour-based task.  Most applicable to this project was the Colour Matching sub-tool.   
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The first step in configuring this sub-tool is uploading a template image containing the reference 

colour that the user wishes to search for.  The sub-tool then uses the colour information from this 

image to generate a 1D colour spectrum.  The user then defines a target search region on a 

training image where he or she wishes to look for the colour and the tool generates another 1D 

colour spectrum from this target region.  A fuzzy membership weighting function is applied to 

each colour spectrum and a match score is calculated that has a value between 0 and 1000 (0 

meaning no match, 1000 meaning the strongest match possible).  The tool uses the Manhattan 

distance technique to calculate this similarity score.  The Manhattan distance is the distance 

between two points (in this case, in RGB colour space) measured along axes at right angles 

(Black, 2006).  The user defines a minimum match score threshold that indicates a ‘colour match’ 

between template and inspected image region.  Once the tool has been configured with the 

template colour, new images can be entered into the tool which will determine whether or not a 

match has been made.  The main components of the Colour Inspection (Matching) tool are 

displayed in Figure 3-9.    
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Figure 3-9 - A diagram showing the LabVIEW Colour Inspection (Matching) tool with 
example image, setup screen and results after running the tool. 

 

3.5 MATLAB 

 

The software selected for use as a platform for development for the second vision-based fault 

detection system (see Chapter 5) was MATLAB R2011 from MathWorks, Inc.  MATLAB is a 

numerical computing and development environment that uses its own programming language 

with sequential, line-by-line execution format (in contrast to LabVIEW’s graphical environment).  

MATLAB was selected for developing the second system because of its computing power, 
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assortment of image processing tools and its ability to customize an algorithm for a particular 

application.    

 

3.6 Summary 

 

This chapter described the apparatus and software used for developing the proposed vision-based 

fault detection system.  The hardware included a simple automated assembly machine (Dual 

Conveyor PLC workcell), PLC, four web cameras and an adjustable camera mounting frame.   

 

The software used to develop the system was LabVIEW 2010.  LabVIEW uses a graphical 

programming environment for system development.  The software included packages for many 

common tools used in modern AVI systems including Edge Detection, Pattern Matching, 

Geometric Matching and Colour Inspection.  The availability of these tools is the primary reason 

that this software was selected for this project. 

 

The disadvantage of the AVI tools included with the LabVIEW software is the limited 

information available regarding details of their operation.  While the technical documentation that 

accompanies the software provides clear and explicit instruction on how to configure and use the 

tools, it does not provide a specific algorithmic sequence of image processing steps or the actual 

formulas used to calculate the match scores.  The automated assembly machine also presented 

some limitations throughout the course of the project.  These limitations will be further discussed 

in later chapters.  
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Chapter 4 

Vision-based Fault Detection Using AVI Tools 

As outlined in Chapter 1, the first attempt to create the proposed vision-based fault detection 

system was made using AVI software tools.  The four tools selected and described in Chapter 3 

(Edge Detection, Pattern Matching, Geometric Matching and Colour Inspection) were the 

principal features of the initial system.  In order to test and evaluate the performance of these 

tools in the proposed fault detection application, it was necessary to first observe the prototype 

machine’s operation and document typical fault behaviour.  It was also determined that a 

‘baseline’ system would need to be developed to capture images from the webcams and feed 

them to the AVI tools.  This system was also equipped with a Graphical User Interface (GUI) to 

allow the user to interact with the system and monitor its operation.  This chapter describes the 

analysis of the assembly prototype fault behaviour and covers the structure and purpose of each 

component of the developed system.  It also describes the performance tests that were carried out 

and discusses the results of those tests.  

 

4.1 Strategy 

 

Before any activities were carried out for this phase of the project, a strategy to achieve the thesis 

objectives was defined that consisted of the following steps: 

 

1. Observe typical machine operation and gather information on the types of faults that 

occur, where they occur and how often they occur. 

2. Select the most frequently occurring fault to focus on for detection. 
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3. Determine the best camera viewpoints to observe the candidate fault and position the 

cameras accordingly. 

4. Develop a baseline system that captures images of the machine during operation and 

submits the images for AVI processing. 

5. Configure each AVI tool (Edge Detection, Pattern Matching, Geometric Matching, 

Colour Inspection) to detect the occurrence of the candidate fault in an image. 

6. Run the machine for a prescribed number of cycles, record fault occurrences and 

whether or not the system detected those occurrences. 

7. Calculate false positive and false negative rates for each AVI tool. 

8. Compare the performances of each tool with one another and evaluate the performance 

of the system in general. 

 

In order to gain an understanding of the testbed assembly machine and its inclinations, it was 

decided that the machine should be run for a set number of cycles in order to observe and record 

fault occurrences and locations.  This information could then be used to identify problematic 

(fault-prone) areas of the machine.  The most frequently occurring fault would be selected as a 

‘candidate fault’ for the initial system to focus on.  It was decided that a single fault (instead of 

multiple faults) should be concentrated on to simplify system design.  This would avoid wasted 

effort if deficiencies of this method were identified early in development.   

 

Using the adjustable frame described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.3.2), webcams can be positioned 

and angled to capture the clearest and most information-rich viewpoints of any area of the 

machine.  Once a candidate fault was selected, a primary webcam could be positioned to give the 

optimal viewpoint of that fault. 
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A baseline system would then be developed to capture images from the webcams, feed those 

images to the AVI tools, display them to a monitor and provide the user with control of the 

machine and the fault detection system itself.  Using images of simulated fault occurrences, the 

AVI tools would then be configured to detect the candidate fault.   

 

After running the machine for another prescribed number of cycles (for each AVI tool), false 

positive and false negative rates would then be calculated and used for tool performance 

evaluation.  These rates are commonly used for classification method evaluation in fields such as 

pattern recognition and biometrics and will be formally defined in Section 1.4.  Using the 

quantitative performance measures with knowledge accumulated during the development of the 

system, the overall method effectiveness for this application would then be evaluated.  

 

4.2 Fault Analysis 

 

The first step was to run the assembly prototype for a prescribed number of cycles to record any 

fault occurrences, their types and their locations. A ‘machine cycle’ is defined here as the release 

of one puck from the part feeder and its passage through the entire assembly machine (both 

accepted and rejected parts are counted as machine cycles).  It was decided to run the machine for 

1500 cycles, which was believed to be enough to gain an adequate understanding of its behaviour 

and fault tendencies.  Several sources (discussed in Chapter 2) indicated that part feeder and 

escapement systems are responsible for a significant percentage of fault occurrences in many 

assembly systems.  This information was taken into account during this step as these systems 

were closely observed. 
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For each fault occurrence during the trial run, the fault type and location were recorded and a 

camera was positioned in a manner such that the fault could clearly be seen from its perspective.  

Each fault was also assigned a name and number.   Figure 4-1 shows the camera positions and 

observed fault reference locations.  Table 4-1 lists all of the observed faults and Figure 4-2 

displays images of each fault.  

   

 

Figure 4-1 - The prototype assembly machine with reference fault locations and camera 
positions labeled. 

 

Table 4-1 - List of faults observed during fault analysis test run.  Reference locations and 
cameras correspond to those in Figure 4-1. 

Fault 
# Fault Name Fault 

Type 
Visually  
Cued? 

Reference 
Location Camera 

1 Dispenser 1 - Misload To Conveyor Task Y 1 1 
2 Dispenser 1 - Jam A In Feeder Chute Task Y 1 1 
3 Dispenser 1 - Jam B In Feeder Chute Task Y 1 1 
4 Metal Chute - Misload To Assembly Station Task Y 2 2 
5 Plastic Chute - Misload To Assembly Station Task Y 3 2 
6 Dispenser 2 - Jam In Feeder Chute Task Y 4 2 
7 Dispenser 2 - Misload To Conveyor Task Y 4 3 
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Figure 4-2 - Images of each fault with fault area highlighted in red.  The number labels 
correspond with reference numbers in Table 4-1. 
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Following the trial run, the fault occurrences were totaled and a histogram of fault frequency was 

created.  This histogram is shown in Figure 4-3. 

 

 

Figure 4-3 - Frequency histogram of observed faults during the 1500 cycle trial run of the 
automated assembly prototype. 

 

From Figure 4-3, it is easy to identify the most commonly occurring faults on the testbed 

assembly machine.  These faults were Dispenser 1 Misload (Fault 1), Dispenser 1 Jam A (Fault 2) 

and Dispenser 1 Jam B (Fault 3).  Based on these results, Dispenser 1 Jams A and B were chosen 

as the candidate faults to focus the fault detection system on.  Although it was previously stated 

that a single fault would be chosen, this statement was amended because these two faults were 

very similar.  In fact, the two faults were only distinguished from each other because they were 

characterized by different ‘jam orientations’ and they appeared to have different root causes.  

Dispenser 1 Jam A was caused by the part being sent into the chute with excessive momentum 

and ‘bouncing’ out of it, while Jam B was mostly caused by insufficient clearance in the chute for 
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oversized parts (i.e. product failures).  After combining the fault frequency of the two ‘sub-types’ 

of Dispenser 1 Jams, this number far exceeded the frequency of Dispenser 1 Misloads.  These 

faults were also selected as they met the criteria of being visually cued (in fact, all observed faults 

met this criterion as shown in Table 4-1).  Close-up images of the two candidate faults are shown 

in Figure 4-4.   

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 4-4 - Close-up images of Dispenser 1 Jam A (a) and Jam B (b) faults.  The lack of 
clarity is a result of the lowered resolution discussed in Section  3.3.    

 

4.3 System Design I 

 

The following sections describe the creation and purpose of each component developed for the 

MV fault detection system.  Components include the baseline system, AVI tools, Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) and vision-based height inspection system. 
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4.3.1 Base System 

 

Before any AVI tools were configured, a system was first developed to capture images from the 

webcams and feed those images to the AVI tools using the LabVIEW graphical programming 

environment.  A flowchart representation of this system is displayed in Figure 4-5 and the 

LabVIEW code can be found in Appendix C. 

 

The program begins by starting a scan timer and capturing an image from each of the fault 

monitoring webcams.  The scan timer sets the ‘pace’, or sampling rate, of the system by not 

allowing a subsequent program iteration (scan) to initiate until it has reached a user-defined scan 

time.  This feature ensures that enough time is allotted for the system to execute all of the 

processes contained in one program iteration and prevents errors due to any of these activities 

(AVI tool processing, serial communication, etc.) being overwritten or interrupted. 

 

The images are then output to a system GUI where they are displayed to the user.  The image 

from Camera 1 is then processed using one of the LabVIEW AVI tools which then returns a 1 if a 

fault has been detected or a 0 if not.  After the candidate fault was selected, it was determined that 

the images from Camera 1 alone should be sufficient to fully capture the fault.  However, image 

capturing and displaying functions from Cameras 2 and 3 were included for user monitoring and 

in case additional image perspectives were required in later stages of development. 
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Figure 4-5 - Flowchart of the baseline system sequence. 
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If a fault has been detected from any of the AVI tools, a fault counter is incremented.  As will be 

discussed in Sections 4.3.2 to 4.3.5, this counter was used in conjunction with each of the AVI 

tools.  If the counter value reaches 6 (or more), the fault indicator LED on the system GUI turns 

red and a fault buzzer sounds.  If no fault has been detected (or the fault counter value is less than 

6), the corresponding fault indicator LED on the system GUI turns green.   

 

The program then executes the vision-based height inspection routine.  This routine determines 

whether or not the puck at the height inspection station is of correct height (thickness) and sets a 

corresponding flag.  The program then checks the status of the conveyor control inputs on the 

system GUI (and height inspection flag) and sends a corresponding signal to the conveyor PLC 

through a serial protocol.  Once these activities have all been completed, the program waits for 

the scan timer to reach its set value before repeating the sequence.  

 

4.3.2 Edge Detection 

 

The first LabVIEW tool configured to detect the candidate fault was the Edge Detection tool.  

Upon analysis of the candidate fault and capabilities of the tool, it was decided that the best 

approach was to continuously search for edges along the primary axis of the part feeder chute.  

The chute is a uniform colour (black) that is distinctive from the colours of both plastic and metal 

parts (white and silver).  For this reason, it can be deduced that if an edge is not detected along 

the chute axis it would mean that the chute is free and clear of any part jam.  If an edge is 

detected, that would indicate that a Dispenser 1 Jam has occurred (of either type A or type B).  

The same approach was used for both jam types and no attempt was made to distinguish between 
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them.  During system operation, an image from Camera 1 is sent to the tool for each system scan 

and returns a 1 if an edge (i.e. a fault) has been detected and 0 if it has not. 

 

Four fault scenarios were simulated for configuration of the tool:  Dispenser 1 Jam A with a 

plastic puck, Dispenser 1 Jam A with a metal puck, Dispenser 1 Jam B with a plastic puck and 

Dispenser 1 Jam B with a metal puck.  Images were captured of each of these scenarios and used 

to train the tool by finding suitable edge thresholds.  Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 display the 

training and configuration windows for Dispenser 1 Jam A with a plastic puck and Dispenser 1 

Jam B with a metal puck, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4-6 - Configuration and training windows for fault detection using the Edge 
Detection tool for Dispenser 1 Jam A with a plastic puck. 
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Figure 4-7 - Configuration and training windows for fault detection using the Edge 
Detection tool for Dispenser 1 Jam B with a metal puck. 

 

As can be seen from Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7, the 1D search region was established along the 

primary axis of the part feeder chute.  The primary axis is the main axis along which the part 

travels.  The tool determines the edge profile along this axis.  Using the four simulated scenarios 

(training images), various threshold values were experimented with (using trial and error) and an 

optimal value of 127 was selected.  This value was low enough to detect the darker metal puck 

edges and high enough so that small lighting variations were not mistaken as an edge.  

 

One of the difficulties with the setup of this tool (and others) was the fact that for every machine 

cycle, a puck is released and travels down the chute.  This means that even when a Dispenser 1 

Jam does not occur, the puck will still appear momentarily in the chute and could be mistakenly 

detected as a fault occurrence.  This problem was solved by introducing a ‘fault counter’.  This 

counter is incremented for every scan that detects a fault and is reset when a scan does not detect 

a fault.  In order for a true fault condition to be met, this counter must reach a value of 6.  This 
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means that the part must remain in the chute for a time of 6 x System Scan Time to be considered 

a Dispenser 1 Jam.  After experimenting with several different values, a value of 6 was selected 

as it was the lowest that resulted in reliable detections of the simulated fault while not restricting 

the system’s response time.      

 

4.3.3 Pattern Matching 

 

The next tool configured to detect the candidate fault was the Pattern Matching tool.  The 

approach taken to configure this tool began with capturing images of each type of Dispenser 1 

Jam to use as templates.  The setup of this tool required that separate template images be used for 

detecting jam types A and B.  This meant that the tool was not only able detect a Dispenser 1 Jam 

occurrence, but could also distinguish between types A and B.  Although four template images 

could have been used (one for each jam type and part material combination), it was decided 

following the configuration of the tool that two would be sufficient.   

 

The Dispenser 1 Jam A template image was created with the simulated jam of a plastic part.  This 

was chosen arbitrarily as a negligible change was found between the metal and plastic scenarios 

during configuration.  The Dispenser 1 Jam B template image was created with the simulated jam 

of a metal part.  This was chosen so that the system would be trained to the darker of the two part 

types as a larger discrepancy was found between the two during configuration.   Figure 4-8 and 

Figure 4-9 display the training and configuration windows for Dispenser 1 Jam A and Dispenser 

1 Jam B, respectively. 
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Figure 4-8 - Configuration and training windows for fault detection using the Pattern 
Matching tool for Dispenser 1 Jam A with a plastic puck. 
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Figure 4-9 - Configuration and training windows for fault detection using the Pattern 
Matching tool for Dispenser 1 Jam B with a metal puck. 

 

As shown in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9, the target search regions were both established near the 

bottom of the part chute and were tightly constrained to minimize the computational effort of the 

tool.  The four possible fault combinations (Jam A and Jam B with both plastic and metal parts) 

were simulated for training.  For each fault scenario, various match score thresholds and 

rotational tolerances were experimented with using trial and error.  For the Dispenser 1 Jam A 

configuration, a threshold match score of 850 and a rotational tolerance of 20 degrees (in both 

directions) were selected.  For the Dispenser 1 Jam B configuration, a threshold match score of 
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800 and a rotational tolerance of 15 degrees (in both directions) were selected.  The match score 

thresholds selected were low enough to be capable of detecting the darker of the two part types 

(metal) and provide some tolerance to small variations in lighting.  The rotational tolerances were 

included to ensure that the fault would be detected even if the part was jammed in the chute at an 

angle slightly different than in the template image.  This tolerance was set slightly higher for Jam 

A because the part has a larger range of possible angles at which it could be jammed in the chute.  

This tool was also accompanied with a fault counter. 

 

4.3.4 Geometric Matching 

 

The next tool configured for candidate fault detection was the Geometric Matching tool.  The 

approach to configuring this tool was nearly identical to the approach used with the Pattern 

Matching tool, but required additional parameter settings.  Configuration began with the capture 

of template images for both jam types.  As with the Pattern Matching tool, a template image of a 

plastic puck was used for Jam A and a template image of a metal puck was used for Jam B.  

Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 display the template and training windows for Dispenser 1 Jam A 

and Dispenser 1 Jam B, respectively.  As can be seen in these figures, the target search regions 

created were identical to those created for the Pattern Matching tool. 
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Figure 4-10 – Fault image template and training windows for fault detection using the 
Geometric Matching tool for Dispenser 1 Jam A with a plastic puck. 

 

 

Figure 4-11 - Fault image template and training windows for fault detection using the 
Geometric Matching tool for Dispenser 1 Jam B with a metal puck. 
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Various threshold values and tolerances were experimented with (using trial and error) for each of 

the four fault scenarios.  For both jam types, values of 850, 30 degrees (in both directions) and 

10% (smaller and larger scaled) were selected for the match score threshold, rotational tolerance 

and scale tolerance, respectively.  It was found that the simulated faults were difficult to match 

with the template using this tool, which is the reason that higher rotational and scale tolerances 

were required to provide a larger margin for error.  Also, this tool required an edge threshold to 

be defined as it utilized the edge-based method discussed in Chapter 3.  The optimal value for this 

threshold using the training scenarios was found to be 50.  Figure 4-12 shows the configuration 

windows for both jam types.  This tool was also equipped with a fault counter.   

 

 

Figure 4-12 - Configuration windows for fault detection using the Geometric Matching tool 
for both jam types and both puck types. 
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4.3.5 Colour Inspection 

 

The approach taken to configure the Colour Inspection tool was opposite to those taken with the 

previous three tools.  Instead of searching for the colour of the jammed part (fault condition), this 

tool was configured to search for the colour of the empty chute (normal, fault-free condition).  

Using this approach, Dispenser 1 Jams A and B were detected if the tool could not match the 

colour of the template (empty black chute) with the colour of the inspected image search region.  

Similar to the Edge Detection configuration, no distinction was made (or could be made) between 

jam types A and B.   

 

The first step to this approach was capturing a template image of the empty chute from which to 

generate a colour spectrum.  The target search region was established near the bottom of the chute 

on the training window.  The four fault scenarios were simulated and various match score 

thresholds were experimented with.    Figure 4-13 shows the training windows for Jam A and Jam 

B as well as the ‘fault-free’ scenario.  As can be seen in Figure 4-13, the image of the empty 

chute (i.e. no part jam) is the only image with a colour spectrum that matches the template. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

c) 

Figure 4-13 - Training windows for fault detection using the Colour Inspection (Matching) 
Tool:  a) Dispenser 1 Jam A with a plastic puck, b) Dispenser 1 Jam B with a metal puck 

and c) clear (i.e. jam-free) part feeder chute. 

 

Following the experimentation with different match score thresholds (i.e. trial and error), an 

optimal value of 700 was selected.  This value was low enough that both jam types with both part 

materials did not result in matches.  It was also high enough to not be affected by small variations 

in lighting.  Figure 4-14 shows the template and configuration windows for the Colour Inspection 

(Matching) tool. 
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Figure 4-14 - Configuration windows for fault detection using the Colour Inspection 
(Matching) Tool for both jam types and both puck types. 

 

4.3.6 Vision-based Height Inspection 

 

The purpose of the vision-based height inspection subsystem was to identify defective parts (too 

thick or too thin) so they can be rejected before being assembled.  This task was originally 

performed by a mechanical probe/optical sensor arrangement but was converted to a vision-based 

system in an effort to improve the production rate of the assembly machine.  The mechanical 

version of the subsystem required the conveyor to come to a complete stop when a measurement 

was made, whereas the vision-based version could perform this measurement while the conveyor 

(and part) was in motion.  Figure 4-15 shows the display window of this system with several 

features labeled. 
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Figure 4-15 - Vision-based height inspection webcam display window. 

 

The height inspection subsystem is initiated once for every system scan.  The process begins by 

capturing an image from the height inspection webcam.  This image is then passed through a 

sequence of several AVI tools.  The first of these tools applies a user-defined calibration to the 

image that relates pixel dimensions in image space to ‘real world’ dimensions.  This calibration 

allows the tool to calculate actual dimensions from the measurements made in image space.  The 

image is then convolved with a 5 x 5 average smoothing filter and the image brightness is 

enhanced.    
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Next, the image is passed through two simple Edge Detection tool processes.  Each process was 

configured with a horizontal 1D search region; the first located at the left side of the height 

inspection station and the second located at the right side (see Figure 4-15).  The intention of 

these processes is to detect both outer edges of the part and determine if it is present and centered 

at the station.  If an edge is detected in each of these search regions, it means that a part is present 

at the station, roughly centered and ready to be inspected.  If no edge is detected, it means the part 

is not at the station and the height measurement is disregarded.  Using trial and error, an edge 

threshold of 80 was used for both of these processes.  

 

The image is then passed through the Edge Detection Clamp subtool to determine the height 

(thickness) of the part.  This subtool was configured by defining a target search region boundary 

on a training window that approximately spans the height inspection station (see Figure 4-15).  

This target region boundary contains 24 evenly-spaced vertical 1D search regions.  When 

executed, the tool first searches each vertical 1D region for the first edge from the center of the 

region outwards, towards each endpoint.  Assuming an edge is detected in both directions, the 

tool then calculates the distance between these edges.  This process is repeated for each vertical 

1D search region and the average distance is calculated, which is referred to as the minimum edge 

distance.  The tool then performs the same sequence of steps, this time conducting the searches 

from the endpoints of each 1D search region towards the center of the region.  This average 

distance is referred to as the maximum edge distance.  

 

The maximum and minimum edge distances are then averaged to give the measured part height.  

If this value falls within an acceptance window (between 9.8 and 11.2) and both outer edges of 

the part have been detected, a ‘Height OK’ flag is sent to the conveyor through a serial protocol.  
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It should be noted that the actual height of an acceptable part is 8mm, but some offset error was 

present in the image calibration.   

    

4.3.7 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

 

A Graphical User Interface (GUI) was created for the system to allow the user to control the 

conveyor, monitor the webcam feeds (in real time) and be alerted when the system has detected a 

fault.  This GUI is shown in Figure 4-16. 

 

Fault Monitoring Webcam Feeds 

These display windows allow the user to monitor Cameras 1, 2 and 3 in real time as the system 

runs.  This feature was included to allow the user to monitor conveyor operation from the 

webcam’s perspective and confirm that it has not become misaligned or out-of-position. 

 

Vision-based Height Inspection Webcam Feed and Indicator 

This feature was included to allow the user to monitor the operation of the vision-based height 

inspection subsystem and confirm that it is operating as intended.  It also provides the user with 

immediate feedback regarding the height measurement of the part. 

 

Fault Alarm Indicators 

These indicator lights serve the purpose of alerting the user when the system has detected a fault.  

If no fault has been detected, they all turn green.  If a fault is detected (and the fault counter 

reaches a value of 6 or more), the corresponding indicator light will turn red and a buzzer will 

sound. 
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Figure 4-16 - The MV fault detection system GUI with labels.
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Scan Rate Control 

This feature allows the user to set the scan time and control the system scan frequency.  The scan 

time can be reduced if a faster system response time is desired.  It can also be increased if any 

processes begin to encounter interruptions or runtime errors related to the frequency at which they 

are being accessed.   

 

Conveyor Controls 

This feature was included to allow the user to control the operation of the conveyor.  These 

controls included a virtual toggle switch to turn the conveyor ON and OFF and a pushbutton to 

reset the buffer counters.  The buffers are the part chutes located next to the sorting arms where 

metal and plastic parts accumulate prior to the assembly station. 

 

4.4 Experiment and Results 

 

To gauge the performance of these AVI tools for this application, tests were designed and 

conducted for each individual tool.  The conveyor and MV fault detection system for run for a 

period of 500 machine cycles for each AVI tool.  This number of cycles was expected to be 

sufficient to gain a strong understanding of each tool’s performance.  Based on the strong 

response time observed with the system, it was decided that the tools could be run simultaneously 

without have a negative impact on performance.  Every occurrence of Dispenser 1 Jam A and 

Jam B was recorded as well as whether or not the system was able to detect the occurrence.  In 

addition, instances where the system detected a fault that did not actually occur were also 

recorded.   
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The terms false positive and false negative refer to performance measures that have been used 

extensively in many classification-related fields including pattern recognition, biometrics and 

statistics.  Depending on the nature of the classifications being made, the exact definitions of 

these terms can vary from case to case.  For this research, the definitions were established in 

accordance with published AVI literature (Davies, 2005).  The exact definitions used in this thesis 

can be summarized by a confusion matrix shown in Table 4-2. 

 

Table 4-2 - A confusion matrix defining true positives, false positives, false negatives and 
true negatives for fault detection. 

  

MV FAULT DETECTION SYSTEM RESULT 

  
FAULT DETECTED FAULT NOT DETECTED 

G
R

O
U

N
D

 
T

R
U

T
H

 FAULT  
OCCURRED TRUE POSITIVE FALSE NEGATIVE 

FAULT  
DID NOT  
OCCUR 

FALSE POSITIVE TRUE NEGATIVE 

 

These definitions led to the creation of the following formulas for false negative rate and false 

positive rate: 

𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  # 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠+# 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

  (4-1) 

𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =  # 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
# 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠+# 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

  (4-2) 

 

Using these formulas and the recorded data, the false positive and false negative rates for each 

tool were calculated and expressed as percentages. The results are summarized in Table 4-3. 
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Table 4-3 - Results from performance testing of the AVI tool-based fault detection system. 

 

 

As shown in Table 4-3, no distinction was made between jam types A and B for the Edge 

Detection and Colour Inspection tools.  This is due to the approach taken to detect the fault with 

each tool and was explained in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.5.  Also, it should be noted that because 

‘good’ machine cycles occur far more frequently than ‘fault’ machine cycles, a natural weighting 

bias exists towards false negative detections with respect to detection rates (i.e. every instance of 

a false negative has a much greater impact on the false negative detection rate than a false 

positive has on the false positive detection rate).   

 

It should also be noted that the original plan for testing was to run the machine for 500 cycles for 

each AVI tool individually.  However, following the test run for the Edge Detection tool, it was 

decided that the remaining tools could be run simultaneously without affecting the response time 

of the system.  This ensured that the remaining tools were compared using the same set of fault 

occurrences. 

 

Based on the results displayed in Table 4-3, the Colour Inspection tool demonstrated the best 

performance with a 0.0% false negative rate and a 0.0% false positive rate.  The tool that 

performed the worst was the Geometric Matching tool, which showed a 32.0% false negative rate 

Jam A Jam B Jam A Jam B Jam A Jam B

Edge Detection 6.1% 1 0 0.2%
Pattern Matching 15 10 10 9 24.0% 0 1 0.2%
Geometric Matching 15 10 12 5 32.0% 4 1 1.0%
Color Inspection 0.0% 0 0 0.0%

# Of False 
Positives False 

Positive 
Rate (%)

Vision Tool

# Of Faults 
Occurred

# Of Faults 
Detected False 

Negative 
Rate (%)Dispenser 1 Dispenser 1 Dispenser 1

33 31

25 25
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and a 1.0% false positive rate.  The average false negative rate of all the tools was 14.8% and the 

average false positive rate was 0.4%. 

 

4.5 Discussion 

 

The experimental results indicate that the Color Inspection and Edge Detection tools performed 

the best for this application.  However, upon examination of the system and its development, it 

was determined that these results may have been misleading.  The performance of each tool and 

the strengths and weaknesses of this method are all discussed in the following paragraphs.   

 

The Edge Detection tool produced a very low false positive rate (0.2%) and relatively low false 

negative rate (6.1%).  The success of this tool can be attributed to its simplicity and high level of 

constraint in the target search area.  The search for adjacent pixels with a sharp contrast along a 

one-dimensional region (straight line) proved to be a basic task that was not susceptible to error.  

Even for instances where the physical appearance of the fault was slightly different than the 

example from which the tool was trained (i.e. the jammed part was in a different orientation or 

the lighting conditions marginally changed), the tool was still reliable in detecting the fault.  

 

The Color Inspection tool demonstrated perfect false positive and false negative rates (0.0%).  As 

with the Edge Detection tool, the success of this tool can be attributed to its simple approach and 

high level of constraint in the target search area.  Searching for a black (empty) chute and 

signifying a fault when it cannot be found was also a task that proved to be straightforward and 

not prone to errors, even when the physical fault appearance was changed slightly from the fault 

used for training.   
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Another factor that heavily contributed to the success of this tool was the ‘reverse’ approach that 

was taken to configure it.  In this case, the normal/fault-free condition (i.e. the empty chute) was 

targeted during inspection and a fault was detected if this condition could not be found.  This is in 

contrast to the approach taken with the other three tools which targeted the fault condition (or 

image) and detected a fault when it could be found.  This proved to be a superior approach as it 

presents the ability to detect the candidate fault even when it’s physical appearance changes.   

 

Although these tools demonstrated success with the detection of the candidate fault, the results 

may not have accurately reflected their suitability for fault detection in general.  The candidate 

fault could be simply characterized by the presence of the part in the chute for a longer period of 

time than was expected.  Under these conditions, it was easy to configure the Edge Detection and 

Colour Inspection tools for detection as the task was simply to detect the presence of a part.  This 

task was made even easier by the fact that the colours of the part (white or silver) and the chute 

(black) were very distinctive and at opposite ends of the colour spectrum.  For faults that are 

characterized by features other than an object’s (part or machine component) presence or absence, 

such as orientation, shape or size, these tools would be much more difficult (if not impossible) to 

configure for fault detection.  

 

The Pattern Matching tool also demonstrated a strong false positive rate (0.2%) but a much 

weaker false negative rate (24.0%).  The reason for many of the failed detections was that the part 

was jammed in a different orientation than in the template image.  The tool was unable to handle 

this variation in fault appearance, even with a significant rotational tolerance.  This tool is better 

equipped to detect faults that are characterized by a specific part orientation or shape than the 

Edge Detection or Colour Inspection tools.  However, the only way for it to accommodate 
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substantial changes in fault appearance would be to use multiple templates which would greatly 

increase the computational cost (and decrease the response time) of the system.  

 

The Geometric Matching tool performed the worst of all the tools with a high false negative rate 

(32.0%).  Although its false positive rate was relatively low (1.0%), it was also the worst of all 

the tools in this category.  It is suspected that the reason for the high number of false negatives 

with this tool is the same as the reason for the number of false negatives with the Pattern 

Matching tool (i.e. changes in physical fault appearance).  Many of the false positives were due to 

misclassification of the fault.  For example, Jam Type B occurred but the tool detected Jam Type 

A.  It was speculated that the ‘simple’ geometries of machine components and parts (circles, 

straight edges, corners, etc.) were not unique or complex enough to yield good results with this 

tool.  The tool requires that the template image contain unique, distinct geometries from which to 

extract template geometric features from or it can be prone to error.  For example, if the tool 

determined that the most unique feature of the template image was the straight edge of the side of 

the part chute, it may be able to detect several straight edges in the target search region during 

operation.  

 

Further steps could have been taken to improve the performance of the AVI tools for this 

application.  Different match score thresholds, edge thresholds, rotation tolerances and scale 

tolerances could have been tested with each tool.  Each new set of parameters would have likely 

led to new false negative and false positive rates.  From these rates, a precision-recall plot could 

have been constructed for each tool and the set of parameters that resulted in the optimal balance 

between false positives and false negatives could have been identified.  Also, multiple tools with 

multiple webcam feeds could have been fused using Boolean AND-OR logic and other faults 

could have been tested. 
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However, none of these steps were taken as it was determined that this approach exhibited 

fundamental limitations that could not be overcome.  These limitations were: 

 

1. The inability to detect faults that varied in physical appearance. 

 

As was witnessed during trial runs and performance tests, the physical appearance of a fault can 

vary greatly from one occurrence to another.  Many of the problems seen with the AVI tools were 

a result of varying fault appearance.  Furthermore, the fact that the candidate fault was a simple 

jam in a narrow chute likely limited the variation in its appearance as the part was strictly 

constrained.  Some of the other faults observed during the trial run, such as the Dispenser 1 

Misload, could appear completely different from one occurrence to another.  Using this method, 

there would be no way to handle these cases.  

 

2. The inability to detect faults that were not identified during the training run. 

 

While it is believed that the trial run of 1500 cycles was enough to gain an understanding of 

typical machine behaviour, it is likely that only a small fraction of possible fault types were 

observed during this run.  Many more types of faults could occur over the running lifetime of a 

machine.  Using this method, faults that were not observed (and configured for) during an initial 

training run would be undetectable if they occurred during regular system operation.  

 

3. The inability to detect faults that are characterized by an incorrect sequence of events. 
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Some faults can be visually characterized by an incorrect sequence of events.  An example of this 

is a seized actuator, where the visual characteristic that defines the fault would be the failure to 

actuate at a specific time.  Using the AVI tool method, there is no way to use the temporal 

sequence of images to detect one of these faults. 

 

Another limitation of this AVI fault detection method was in the LabVIEW software.  While 

documentation was available that described the setup and operation of each tool, specific 

formulas used to calculate match scores and geometric features were unavailable for examination.  

This made it difficult to completely understand the underlying algorithm of each tool and make 

any necessary adjustments to address problems and improve tool performance.  

 

4.6 Summary 

 

In this chapter, a vision-based fault detection system was developed with LabVIEW using 

common AVI tools (Edge Detection, Pattern Matching, Geometric Matching and Colour 

Inspection).  The most frequently occurring fault (Dispenser 1 Jam) was targeted for detection.  

The online system collected images of the testbed machine during operation and used the 

customized AVI tools to search for the fault in these images. 

 

The Colour Inspection (0.0% false positive and false negative detection rates) and Edge Detection 

(6.1% false negative and 0.2% false positive rates) tools performed the best, but these results 

were misleading.  It was determined that the approach of the system was limited in the types of 

faults it could detect.  Faults that vary in appearance, are characterized by a sequence of events or 

have not been previously trained for are undetectable using this method.  
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These limitations led to the formation of a new strategy for vision-based fault detection.  It was 

determined that this strategy would have to take an approach opposite to the one taken by the 

AVI tool method.  This meant that instead of searching for faults, the system should be modeled 

using normal, fault-free operation of the testbed machine.  Deviations from this normal behaviour 

would then be classified as fault occurrences.  The next chapter discusses the development of a 

vision-based fault detection system that uses video event detection methods to take this new 

approach. 
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Chapter 5 

Vision-based Fault Detection Using Spatiotemporal Volumes 

In Chapter 4, a vision-based fault detection system was developed using common AVI tools.  

While this system demonstrated some success, many limitations of the overall approach were 

discovered.  The primary limitations included the inability to detect faults that varied slightly in 

physical appearance, possessed some temporal characteristic (i.e. were characterized by an 

incorrect sequence of events) or were not observed during a training routine.  This chapter 

describes the development of another vision-based fault detection system that takes a different 

approach with consideration given to the limitations of the previous system.    

 

As was briefly discussed in Chapter 2, several researchers have studied methods for the detection 

and classification of events in video sequences.  Tracking-based, optical flow-based, 

spatiotemporal shape- or volume-based (STV) and feature point-based methods have all been 

demonstrated in a variety of applications.  For the system described in this chapter, a 

spatiotemporal volume (STV) method was used.  This type of method was selected because it has 

shown success in several publications and was well suited for this problem.  In particular, a 

method was developed that loosely resembled STV-based methods presented by Ke et al and 

Weinland et al (Ke, Sukthankar, & Hebert, 2007; Weinland, Ronfard, & Boyer, 2006). 

 

The motivation behind much of the previous research in this field has been to achieve the ability 

to automatically detect anomalous events in crowded pedestrian scenes or traffic intersections.  In 

most of these cases, a normal model of events in a scene is developed and deviations from that 

model are detected (i.e. a pedestrian walking out-of-bounds or a car travelling in the wrong 

direction).  Many of the challenges that researchers have faced with this problem are related to 
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cluttered scenes, dynamic backgrounds and uncontrollable variables such as the size, colour and 

speed of objects in the scene.  Events are often random and chaotic with very few identifiable 

patterns.  These factors make the development of a ‘normal’ model an incredibly challenging 

task. 

   

For this application (fault detection in assembly automation), many of these factors are naturally 

mitigated.  Parts and machine components are typically uniform in size, shape and colour.  

Backgrounds are relatively static and lighting conditions can be (somewhat) controlled.  The 

motions of parts and machine components are usually very constrained and often follow a strict, 

cyclical pattern.  For these reasons, it was expected that a video event detection method 

(especially one using STVs) would be well suited for a fault detection application.  Also, by using 

a normal model and detecting deviations from that model (instead of ‘searching’ for a specific 

fault), the limitations of the previous system should be avoided.  

 

5.1 Strategy 

 

First, as in Chapter 4, a strategy was formulated to achieve thesis objectives that consisted of the 

following steps: 

 

1. Collect a new set of video data from Camera 1 during machine operation to be used for 

system training and testing. 

2. Develop a processing algorithm  to: 

a. segment motion (events) from each frame of each video sequence in the data set 

b. apply filtering, thresholding and morphological operators to eliminate noise and 

increase uniformity in the segmented motion shapes 
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c. use the processed motion images to construct a binary STV 

3. Using the training video sequences, develop a binary STV model of normal system 

operation. 

4. Construct a binary STV for each test video sequence. 

5. Calculate the similarity between each test binary STV and the trained binary STV.  Using 

a preset threshold, determine if the test STV constitutes a match with the trained STV (i.e. 

represents a normal, fault-free image sequence). 

6. Record all instances of false positives, false negatives, true positives and true negatives. 

7. Evaluate the system performance; if necessary, adjust the similarity threshold and run 

further tests.  

 

A binary STV, or spatiotemporal volume, is a 3D structure of elements that contain a 1 or a 0.  

Two dimensions of the structure represent the size (in pixels) of an image while the third 

represents the number of image frames over a small period of time.  Every group of adjacent 

elements with a value of 1 in the structure represents a motion event in space-time.  This concept 

will be further explained in Section 5.3.5. 

 

One of the main differences in development strategy between this system and the previous system 

is the omission of a user GUI and any communication with the assembly machine.  It was decided 

that the focus for the new method would be on the detection algorithm itself rather than on an 

integrated, online system that monitors the machine in real time.  All video/image sequence 

processing was performed offline with data that had previously been collected. 
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The strategy can be broken down into three main components; algorithm development for 

building binary STVs from video sequences, normal model training and system 

evaluation/testing.  Each component is described in detail in Section 5.3.  

 

5.2 Video/Image Sequence Data 

 

The first task completed in the development of this method was the collection of video data of the 

assembly testbed during operation.  From the fault analysis completed in Chapter 4, it was 

determined that the majority of faults occurred at or near Dispenser 1.  For this reason, it was 

decided that video data captured from Camera 1 would be the focus of the new system (as it was 

with the AVI system).  To simplify processing, the data were captured as sequences of images (in 

Portable Network Graphics format) rather than in a compressed video format such as AVI (Audio 

Video Interleaved).  Each image sequence corresponds to one machine cycle as viewed from 

Camera 1 (i.e. the release of one part from Dispenser 1 and the conveyance of that part to the 

height inspection station).  The equivalent time length of each sequence can be calculated using 

the following equation: 

 

𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒

   (5-1) 

 

Using a simple LabVIEW program, the images were captured at a rate of approximately 33 

frames per second which is in line with the capabilities of the webcam.  The number of images in 

a sequence ranged from 218 to 402, which means the time length of the segments ranged from 

approximately 6.6 to 12.2 seconds.    
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The data that were collected were divided into two categories; training and test data.  The training 

data consisted of 10 video segments that showed ‘successful’ machine cycles which were used to 

model the system’s normal behaviour.  The test data consisted of 85 video segments which were 

used to evaluate the system’s performance.  These data included segments that showed 

successful/normal machine cycles as well as segments that showed cycles where a fault occurred.  

This breakdown is shown in Table 5-1. 

 

Table 5-1 - Breakdown of video data segments (or image sequences) that were captured for 
system development and testing. 

 

 

During the collection of these data, many of the task faults discussed in Chapter 4 (Dispenser 1 

Jams, etc.) were observed again.  In an attempt to expand the number of fault types used to 

evaluate the system, an equipment fault was simulated during machine operation.  This fault was 

named Dispenser 1 Seized Actuator and was simulated by removing the spring return on the 

ratchet mechanism of Dispenser 1.  Without the spring, the mechanism of the dispenser had no 

means of returning to its home position after a dispensing cycle.  This mimicked the effect of a 

‘seizure’ of the actuator due to excessive friction.  A breakdown of the fault image sequences 

from the test data is shown in Table 5-2.   

 

 

 

Data Set Machine Behaviour
Number of Video Segments 

(Image Sequences)

Training Normal/Successful 10

Normal/Successful 65
Fault 20

Test
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Table 5-2 - Breakdown of the fault image sequences from the test set. 

 

 

It can be seen in Table 5-2 that the number of image sequences does not total 20.  This is because 

two of the fault sequences actually showed the occurrence of two faults:  a Dispenser 1 Seized 

Actuator and a Dispenser 1 Misload.  An abbreviated example of an image sequence from the 

training data set is shown in Figure 5-1.  Abbreviated image sequences of Dispenser 1 Jam B and 

Dispenser 1 Seized Actuator faults are shown in Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3, respectively. 

    

Fault # Fault Name
Number of Video Segments 

(Image Sequences)

1 Dispenser 1 Misload 5

2 Dispenser 1 Jam A 3

3 Dispenser 1 Jam B 7

8* Dispenser 1 Seized Actuator 7

*a new, simulated fault that had not been previously assigned
 a number or name. 
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Figure 5-1 - An example image sequence from the set of training sequences.  Part movement is highlighted in blue and machine 
component movement is highlighted in red. 
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Figure 5-2 - An image sequence showing a Dispenser 1 Jam B fault.  Part movement is highlighted in blue and machine component 
movement is highlighted in red. 
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Figure 5-3 - An image sequence showing a Dispenser 1 Seized Actuator fault.  Part movement is highlighted in blue and machine 
component movement is highlighted in red. 
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5.3 Algorithm Development 

 

This section describes the development of the processing algorithm used to segment motion 

events from the image sequences and construct binary STVs.  The function and purpose of each 

component of the algorithm is described and illustrated.  A flowchart of the algorithm is shown in 

Figure 5-4.  MATLAB code for this algorithm can be found in Appendix D. 

 

The algorithm begins by loading an image sequence from one of the data sets (test or training).  

Each frame in the sequence is converted to a grayscale format from its original RGB format.  The 

first frame of the sequence is stored as the reference background image.  This background image 

is then subtracted from the subsequent frame, leaving a difference image as a result.  The 

presence of non-zero pixel values in the difference image indicates that object motion has 

occurred in the frame.  This concept is further explained in Section 5.3.1.   

 

The algorithm repeats this procedure with successive images until the sum of the elements in the 

difference image exceeds a given threshold, indicating that the first motion in the sequence has 

occurred.  This marks the first frame to be processed and is set as the new background reference 

image, effectively discarding the static images at the beginning of the sequence.  The purpose of 

this feature is to ensure that every processed image sequence (and STV) is synchronized and 

begins with the same ‘trigger’ frame (i.e. the first motion of Dispenser 1). 
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Figure 5-4 - A flowchart outlining the steps of the algorithm developed for segmenting 
motion in an image sequence and constructing a binary STV. 
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The algorithm continues by subtracting the new background image from successive frames in the 

sequence and submitting each difference image to a series of image operations.  These operations 

include filtering, thresholding and morphological functions and are described in Sections 5.3.2, 

5.3.3 and 5.3.4, respectively.   

 

Once these operations have been completed, the processed (segmented motion) binary image is 

added to the stack of images that make up the binary STV.  The algorithm ends when 200 

processed images have been added to the stack.  This limit is imposed to ensure all of the STVs 

have identical dimensions and represent the same time span.  

 

5.3.1 Motion Segmentation 

 

The goal of motion segmentation is to effectively isolate motion events in an image sequence and 

segment them from the static image background.  This can be accomplished in a number of ways 

but the simplest and most common method is background subtraction, which was used in this 

algorithm and was briefly described in the previous section. 

 

The process begins by capturing the first image of a sequence which, by design, displays a static 

scene of the machine with no moving parts or machine components.  This image (𝑰𝑩𝑨𝑪𝑲𝑮𝑹) is 

stored as the reference background image.  An example of one of these images is shown in Figure 

5-5.   
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Figure 5-5 - Example of a static background image after being converted to grayscale 
format. 

 

For each successive image 𝑰𝒊, the following formula is used to calculate the difference image, 

𝑰𝑫𝑰𝑭𝑭,𝒊: 

 

𝐼𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹,𝑖 =  𝐼𝑖 −  𝐼𝐵𝐴𝐶𝐾𝐺𝑅  (5-2) 

 

When this calculation is performed, each pixel value in the background image is subtracted from 

the corresponding pixel value in the submitted image and the result is stored in the difference 

image.  If the frame is the same as the reference background (i.e. no objects have moved) the 
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pixel intensities will not have changed and most of the pixels in the difference image will have a 

value of 0.  If the frame is different from the background image (i.e. an object has moved) the 

difference image will contain many non-zero pixel intensity values.  Therefore, the difference 

image represents the segmented motion events.  Examples of segmented motion images are 

shown in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7.    

 

It should be noted that the background subtraction method used in this algorithm was not an ideal 

version of the method.  Objects that are not in motion can also be mistakenly segmented.  For 

example, if an object moves relative to the background and then stops, it will still appear on the 

difference image.  This can be prevented by using a reference background that is constantly being 

updated, which is known as frame differencing.   However, it was decided that a constant 

reference background image would be used as it would be more effective in detecting jamming or 

seizing types of faults (where the affected component comes to a complete stop).  

 

As can be seen in Figure 5-7, only small regions of the moving dispenser ratchet mechanism are 

visible on the segmented motion image.  This is because the component is uniform in colour and 

rotates about its own axis, which means that the center region can be mistaken as being static.  

This effect was noted and will be discussed in Section 5.7. 
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a) b) 

Figure 5-6 - Examples of an original grayscale image (a) with part movement highlighted in 
blue and a segmented image using background subtraction (b). 

 

 

 

a) b) 

Figure 5-7 - Examples of an original grayscale image (a) with part/machine movement 
highlighted in blue/red and a segmented image using background subtraction (b). 
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5.3.2 Filtering 

 

The next step of the algorithm is the application of a median filter to the segmented image.  As 

shown in Figure 5-6, noise due to small vibrations in the machine was present in many of the 

image frames following motion segmentation.  In an effort to eliminate some of this noise, a 

median filter was applied to each frame.  A 3 x 3 convolution filter was found to be adequate to 

remove a significant percentage of this noise, as shown in Figure 5-8.  A median filter was 

selected over a mean or Gaussian filter because of its robustness to strong outlier pixel values and 

its ability to maintain the edges of the segmented objects.  

 

 

a) b) 

Figure 5-8 - Examples of an original segmented image (a) and a filtered image (b). 
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5.3.3 Thresholding 

 

The next step of the algorithm was the binarization of the images using a pixel intensity 

threshold.  Several threshold values were experimented with before arriving at a final value of 

102 (40% of the total grayscale).  All pixel values above this threshold were set to 1 and values 

below this threshold were set to 0.  This threshold was found to give the most distinctive and 

uniform motion shapes with very little noise.  An example of a thresholded image is shown in 

Figure 5-9.   

 

 

a) b) 

Figure 5-9 – Examples of a filtered image (a) and a thresholded image using a threshold 
intensity value of 102 (b). 
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5.3.4 Morphology 

 

The next step of the algorithm is the application of two different morphological processes.  The 

first is an opening process that uses a disk-shaped convolution mask with a radius of 2 for erosion 

and dilation.  This process was designed to eliminate any remaining noise (or ‘insignificantly 

small’ motions) from the image.  An example of this process is shown in Figure 5-10. 

 

The second is a closing process that uses a larger convolution mask (disk-shaped with a radius of 

4) for dilation and erosion.  This process was designed to connect motion shapes that were close 

to each other as well as to fill any gaps or holes in the shapes.  The purpose of this step was to 

create shapes that were uniform and distinctive.  An example of this process is shown in Figure 

5-11. 

 

 

a) b) 

Figure 5-10 – Examples of a thresholded image (a) and an image following a morphological 
opening operation (b). 
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a) b) 

Figure 5-11 – Examples of a morphologically opened image (a) and an image following the 
morphological closing step (b). 

 

5.3.5 Construction of the Binary STV 

 

The final step of the algorithm is the construction of a 3D binary volume (STV) from the set of 

200 processed 2D binary images that represent a complete image sequence.  This step is 

completed by ‘stacking’ the processed images onto each other in the appropriate order.  If the 

previous processing steps of the algorithm produced noise-free images with uniform motion 

shapes, the STV should be composed of several distinctive 3D shapes representing motion events.  

An example of a STV created from one of the training sequences is shown in Figure 5-12.   
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Figure 5-12 - An example of a binary STV from a training image sequence (Note: the 
colours have been changed for visibility; the dark regions correspond to a value of 1, the 

rest to a value of 0). 

 

As can be seen in Figure 5-12, the STV is composed of several discrete regions that correspond 

with motion events (in space-time) that occurred in the image sequence.  Even though the regions 

are not connected, the term STV refers to the entire 3D structure.  The individual regions will 

further be denoted as ‘sub-volumes’.  A single unit of this structure is a voxel, which is a 3D 

version of a pixel with dimensions 1 x 1 x 1 pixels.  Figure 5-13 displays a closer view of the 

STV shown in Figure 5-12 with some of these terms labeled.   
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Figure 5-13 - A closer view of the binary STV example showing the binary 'sub-volumes' 
corresponding to each moving part and machine component. 

 

5.4 System Training 

 

The next stage of system development was the establishment of a ‘normal’ model from the set of 

training data.  Before any processing was done, each training image sequence was visually 

examined.  During this examination, some variation in part speed and location on the belt 
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conveyor was witnessed from one sequence to another.  This variation was likely due to the belt 

being slightly warped.     

 

To save some processing time, 5 of the training sequences were discarded.  The remaining 5 were 

submitted to the STV building algorithm to build the normal model.  However, following the 

motion segmentation step, corresponding frames from each sequence were first summed together 

to create a single ‘hybrid’ image for that frame.  This was done to provide the model with a 

tolerance for small variations in part location and speed.  The single, hybrid image sequence was 

then submitted to the next step of the algorithm (median filter) for processing.  The ‘trained’ STV 

is shown in Figure 5-14 (a).  Figure 5-14 (b) displays an STV of one of the fault sequences for 

comparison.  MATLAB code can be found in Appendix D. 
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 5-14 - Examples of STVs for:  (a) the normal training sequences and b) a Dispenser 1 – Jam B fault.
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5.5 Experiment and Results 

 

To test the performance of the system, the entire test data set (65 normal/good image sequences, 

20 fault image sequences) was processed using the STV build algorithm and each individual STV 

was compared with the trained model.  A similarity distance metric was calculated for each 

comparison.  This metric was defined as the set difference (in voxels) between the union and the 

intersection of 1-valued voxel regions from the two 3D volumes being compared.  A similar 

metric was used by Ke et al to match STVs of pedestrian actions in a crowded public scene (Ke, 

Sukthankar, & Hebert, 2007).  For these tests, this distance metric (d) was calculated using the 

following equations: 

  

𝐷(𝑖,𝑗,𝑘) =  �𝑇(𝑖,𝑗,𝑘) −𝑁(𝑖,𝑗,𝑘)�  (5-2) 

𝑑 =  ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐷(𝑖, 𝑗,𝑘)𝑟
𝑘=1

𝑞
𝑗=1

𝑝
𝑖=1   (5-3) 

 

where T is the test STV and N is the trained STV with an image size of p x q (240 x 320) and r 

number of frames (200) in each sequence.   

 

The algorithm used for testing (both ‘good’ sequences and ‘fault’ sequences) is summarized by 

the flowchart in Figure 5-15.  MATLAB code can be found in Appendix D. 
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Figure 5-15 - Flowchart of the testing algorithm for both 'good' and ‘fault’ data sets. 

 

Beginning with a similarity distance threshold (dTHRESH) of 120000, the testing algorithm was 

executed for each sequence in the data set.  At first glance, this threshold seems excessively large.  
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However, in comparison with the volume of the entire STV (15360000 voxels), it represents less 

than 1% of the entire space.  Following the execution of each algorithm, instances of false 

positives, false negatives, true positives and true negatives were recorded (using definitions 

established in Chapter 4).  The similarity distance threshold was then incremented by 10000 and 

the procedure was repeated for 10 iterations.  The results are summarized in Table 5-3. 

 

Table 5-3 - Results from the first round of performance testing of the STV-based fault 
detection algorithm. 

 

 

For this system, it was determined that false positives and false negatives would be treated as 

equally significant and no weighting bias would be introduced.  This was determined because a 

natural bias already existed in the size of the test data set (i.e. false negatives are more significant 

because there are less fault sequences being tested).  With this in mind, it can be seen from Table 

5-3 that a threshold of 150000 produced the minimum amount of incorrect classifications (4 false 

dTHRESH 

(Voxels)
True 

Negatives
False 

Positives
False Positive 

Rate
True 

Positives
False 

Negatives
False Negative 

Rate

120000 47 18 27.7% 19 1 5.0%
130000 50 15 23.1% 18 2 10.0%
140000 54 11 16.9% 16 4 20.0%
150000 61 4 6.2% 15 5 25.0%
160000 65 0 0.0% 10 10 50.0%
170000 65 0 0.0% 7 13 65.0%
180000 65 0 0.0% 4 16 80.0%
190000 65 0 0.0% 4 16 80.0%
200000 65 0 0.0% 2 18 90.0%
210000 65 0 0.0% 0 20 100.0%
220000 65 0 0.0% 0 20 100.0%

Good/Normal Test Sequences (65) Fault Test Sequences (20) 
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positives and 5 false negatives).  The complete testing procedure was then repeated again, this 

time using a smaller range of thresholds (140000 – 160000) and smaller increments (2000).  

These results are shown in Table 5-4. 

 

Table 5-4 - Results from the second round of performance testing of the STV-based fault 
detection algorithm. 

 

 

From Table 5-4, it can be seen that a threshold of 150000 still gave the minimum amount of total 

incorrect classifications (4 false positives and 5 false negatives).  This corresponds with a false 

negative rate of 25.0% and a false positive rate of 6.2%.  Using these measures, precision and 

recall values can also be calculated.  Recall is the probability of detecting an item given that it is 

relevant and precision is the probability that an item is relevant given that it is detected by the 

system (Zhu, 2004).  These are common measures used to evaluate classification algorithms and 

can be calculated using the following formulas: 

dTHRESH 

(Voxels)
True 

Negatives
False 

Positives
False Positive 

Rate
True 

Positives
False 

Negatives
False Negative 

Rate
140000 54 11 16.9% 16 4 20.0%
142000 55 10 15.4% 16 4 20.0%
144000 57 8 12.3% 16 4 20.0%
146000 58 7 10.8% 16 4 20.0%
148000 60 5 7.7% 15 5 25.0%
150000 61 4 6.2% 15 5 25.0%
152000 62 3 4.6% 13 7 35.0%
154000 63 2 3.1% 13 7 35.0%
156000 65 0 0.0% 12 8 40.0%
158000 65 0 0.0% 12 8 40.0%
160000 65 0 0.0% 10 10 50.0%

Good/Normal Test Sequences (65) Fault Test Sequences (20) 
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𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = # 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠+# 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

  (5-4) 

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 = # 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠
# 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠+# 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑠

  (5-5) 

 

Figure 5-16 shows the precision-recall curve from the results of the two rounds of testing.  This 

curve can be used for reference in future work when comparing detection system performance 

with this system.  The greater the area underneath this curve, the better the performance of the 

detection (classification) algorithm.   

 

 

Figure 5-16 - Precision-recall curve for the STV-based fault detection system. 
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5.6 Discussion 

 

The results of system testing showed a false positive rate of 6.2% and a false negative rate of 25% 

using the optimal similarity threshold of 150000.  These performance measures show little 

evidence of improvement over the system described in Chapter 4, where the Colour Inspection 

tool showed 0.0% false negative and false positive rates.  However, this system produced strong 

results and also demonstrated the ability to detect faults that the AVI system was unable to detect, 

including: faults that varied in appearance (Dispenser 1 Misload), faults with temporal 

characteristics (Dispenser 1 Actuator Seizure) and faults that were not initially trained for (all 

faults). 

 

Upon examination of the ‘extreme’ images (those that were not correctly classified by the system 

using the optimal threshold), two key observations were made.  First, all of the ‘good’ image 

sequences that were incorrectly detected as faults did, in fact, exhibit some sort of abnormal 

behaviour in the sequence.  Some sequences showed the puck becoming ‘momentarily’ jammed 

in the chute before becoming free and continuing along the conveyor (see Figure 5-17), while 

others showed the puck being misloaded from the chute before ‘bouncing’ back onto the 

conveyor.  Second, all of the fault sequences that were not detected were either a Dispenser 1 Jam 

A sequence or a sequence where the part was significantly occluded.  In either case, the full part 

was not visible to the camera.  This would lead to the creation of an exceptionally small STV, 
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which in comparison with the normal STV would give a much smaller distance value than the 

other types of faults. 

 

 

Figure 5-17 - An image from a 'good' sequence where the puck has become momentarily 
jammed in the chute. 

 

From these observations, it is expected that the performance results of the system could be 

improved by removing or relabeling the ‘good’ sequences that contain abnormal behaviour and 

lowering the similarity threshold.  For the purpose of comparison, Figure 5-18 shows the 

precision-recall curve of the algorithm if the mislabeled ‘good’ sequences were removed from the 

data set.   
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Figure 5-18 - Precision-recall curve for the STV-based fault detection system.  The blue 
curve represents results from the original data set and the red curve shows the results from 

the ‘fixed’ data set (i.e. mislabeled sequences removed). 

 

One of the main limitations of this system was found to be the response time.  While the 

algorithm only took approximately 2 seconds to execute the STV build and testing algorithms, the 

system required that the entire image sequence be processed before a decision was made 

regarding the occurrence of a fault.  As was emphasized in Chapter 1, one of the primary 

motivations behind the application of machine vision to fault detection was the expectation that it 
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could improve the speed with which a fault was detected.  For this to be an effective application, 

some modifications will need to be made to the algorithm to improve response time.  One way to 

accomplish this could be to process and compare partial STVs.  For example, after 20 frames 

have been captured of the machine running, a partial STV could be built and compared to the first 

20 frames of the normal STV.  This process could be repeated every 20 frames until one cycle of 

the machine has completed, at which time the algorithm would start over. 

 

Another (foreseen) limitation of this system would be the case where one motion is occluded by 

another.  For example, if a small part became misaligned on top of a large, moving carrier.  The 

part’s motion would be occluded by the carrier’s motion and would not be distinguishable on a 

segmented image (and the fault could not be detected).  However, this would be a rare 

circumstance and could be addressed by changing camera viewpoints or adding reference markers 

to the machine components. 

 

5.7 Summary 

 

In this chapter, a system was developed for vision-based fault detection using a video event 

detection method based on spatiotemporal volumes (STVs).  Video data were captured of the 

assembly machine in the form of image sequences.  An algorithm was created to segment motion 

shapes from the image sequences and use those shapes to build a binary STV.  A second 

algorithm was constructed to compare test STVs with a normal trained model STV and calculate 
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a similarity distance between them.  If the distance was above a certain threshold, a fault was 

detected.  

 

After locating the optimal distance threshold (150000) that produced the minimum amount of 

total incorrect classifications, false positive and false negative rates of the system were found to 

be 6.2% and 25.0%, respectively.  The method was also successful in detecting faults that the 

AVI system (discussed in Chapter 4) was incapable of.  These faults included those that varied in 

appearance (Dispenser 1 Misload), were characterized by an incorrect sequence of events 

(Dispenser 1 Seized Actuator) and were not trained for prior to testing (all faults).   

 

Limitations of the system included a relatively slow response time and the inability to detect 

motions occluded by other motions. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter summarizes the progress made with this research and highlights recommendations 

for future work.  Specific reference is made to the thesis objectives introduced in Chapter 1.   

 

6.1 Objective Achievements 

 

6.1.1 Objective 1  

 

Objective #1:  Develop a prototype system and investigate the effectiveness, benefits and 

limitations of using MV as an online, fault detection method for assembly automation. 

 

Chapter 4 described the development of a vision-based fault detection system that used AVI tools 

from LabVIEW 2010.  Fault tendencies of the testbed assembly machine were studied and a 

single fault was selected to target for detection.  A baseline system was created to continuously 

acquire images from a webcam and submit those images to the AVI tools for processing.  Each 

tool was customized and configured to detect the candidate fault.  The system also featured a GUI 

to allow the user to monitor its operation and control the testbed machine. 

 

After running the system for a prescribed number of cycles, false positive and false negative 

detection rates for each tool were recorded.  The Colour Inspection tool produced the best results 
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with 0% false positive and 0% false negative rates.  In spite of this success, several restrictions of 

the AVI approach were uncovered during development.  These restrictions included: 

 

1. The inability to detect faults that varied in appearance. 

2. The inability to detect faults that were characterized by an incorrect sequence of events. 

3. The inability to detect faults that were not trained (configured for) during system 

development. 

 

Based on these limitations, it was decided that a method using AVI tools was not suitable for fault 

detection in assembly automation.   

 

6.1.2 Objective 2 

 

Objective #2:  Use the acquired knowledge from the initial prototype system and adapt the initial 

strategy, or form a new strategy altogether. 

 

Based primarily on the restrictions identified with the AVI tool approach, a new approach was 

devised.  The criterion for this approach was that it needed to model the normal behaviour of a 

machine and be capable of detecting deviations from that behaviour.  This was opposite to the 

approach taken with the AVI method, which attempted to search for specific faults.   
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This criterion led to the investigation of video event detection methods that have been extensively 

studied for applications in pedestrian and traffic monitoring.  Specifically, methods that used 

spatiotemporal volumes (STVs) to model and classify events in video segments were looked at. 

   

First, 95 video segments (image sequences) of the testbed machine during operation were 

captured.  The sequences were divided into training and testing categories; the training category 

consisted of 10 ‘normal’ sequences while the testing category consisted of ‘normal’ and ‘fault’ 

sequences (totaling 85). 

 

An algorithm was then developed that segmented motion events from images in a sequence and 

used them to construct a binary STV.  Using training video data, a ‘normal’ model STV was 

constructed.  The test sequences were then transformed into STVs and each was compared with 

the normal STV.  A distance metric was calculated for each comparison; if this metric exceeded a 

preset threshold, the indication was that a fault had occurred in that sequence. 

   

After trying many different thresholds, a value of 150000 was found to produce the minimum 

amount of incorrect classifications (4 false positives and 5 false negatives) which corresponded 

with a false positive detection rate of 6.2% and a false negative rate of 25%.   The system also 

demonstrated the capability of detecting faults that the AVI system could not, which were 

described in Section 6.1.1. 

 

Upon a closer examination of the test data, it was suspected that the system performed better than 

the results suggested.  This was due to some of the test data being labeled as ‘normal’ but actually 
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showing abnormal activity.  Overall, the performance of this method was encouraging and 

warrants further investigation and development.     

 

6.1.3 Objective 3 

 

Objective #3:  Determine the suitability of common AVI software tools to this application, and 

determine if one tool performs better than the rest. 

 

In Chapter 4, the detection performances of each individual tool (Edge Detection, Pattern 

Matching, Geometric Matching and Colour Inspection) were summarized.  These results showed 

that the Colour Inspection tool (0% false negative and false positive rates) and the Edge Detection 

tool (0.2% false negative and 6.9% false positive rates) performed the best while the Geometric 

Matching tool (1.0% false positive and 32.0% false negative rates) performed the worst. 

 

These results were found to be misleading, as it was determined that Colour Inspection and Edge 

Detection were limited to detecting presence-versus-absence types of faults.  On the other hand, 

the Geometric Matching and Pattern Matching tools were capable of detecting faults 

characterized by location, size or shape (i.e. distinguishing between Jams A and B), but 

demonstrated extreme sensitivity to a marginal change in fault appearance.   

 

As was stated in Section 6.1.1, it was determined that the AVI tools were not well suited for a 

fault detection application. 
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6.2 Recommendations  

 

This section summarizes the recommendations for further development of this work based on the 

findings in this thesis. 

 

6.2.1 Further Experimentation with STVs 

 

The STV-based fault detection system demonstrated strong initial results and versatility in 

detecting faults of different types.  Future work on this project should further explore these 

methods.  First, it is recommended that the current data set is either:  a) fixed by removing the 

offensive (mislabeled) sequences or b) replaced with a larger data set that includes a wider array 

of fault types.  A new data set should give a clearer picture of the performance of the current 

system before any modifications are made. 

 

Second, it is advised that the response time of the system is improved.  This could be 

accomplished in a number of ways.  A partial STV comparison feature could be implemented, 

where the test STV is compared with the normal STV in smaller frame increments.  For this 

method, a smaller distance threshold would be selected and the system would be much more 

sensitive to small behaviour deviations.  Another way to improve response time could be to 

modify the distance metric.  Instead of performing a costly volume intersection calculation, 
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features (centroid, bounding box, etc.) could first be extracted and used for comparison between 

test and training STVs. 

 

This system could also be taken one step further by creating STVs that are modeled for specific 

faults which could then be used for fault diagnosis.  If a fault is detected when compared to the 

normal model, it could then be compared to each established fault model to determine the fault 

type and location. 

 

Alternatively, different types of video event detection methods could be investigated such as 

motion tracking or optical flow. 

 

6.2.2 Improved Testing Apparatus 

 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the automated assembly machine that was used as a testbed in this 

project contained many features and components that are typical in assembly systems.  However, 

the machine was diminutive in terms of size, speed and number of moving components.  These 

limitations likely reduced both the number of faults and the number of fault types that were 

witnessed during its operation.  For the next stage of this work, a new assembly prototype should 

be acquired that is larger, faster and contains more moving parts.  This should result in more fault 

occurrences and a wider range of fault types.  Also, the inclusion of a ‘controllable fault’ scheme 

that would allow for faults to be manually triggered would significantly improve the video data 

collection process. 
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6.2.3 Transformation from ‘Offline’ to ‘Online’ 

 

The system described in Chapter 5 used previously captured video data and performed all 

processing steps offline.  In order for this to be an effective fault detection system, it will 

eventually need to be modified so that it can be put online.  For this to be accomplished, the 

following steps would need to be taken: 

 

1. Modify system to capture images continuously from the assembly machine during 

operation. 

 

The current system uses previously captured image sequences that it loads from a saved file.  An 

online system would need to capture these images continuously from a webcam (i.e. Camera 1) of 

the machine as it runs and submit them directly to the processing algorithm.  Assuming the same 

webcam model is used, images could be captured at a maximum rate of 30 frames/second. 

 

2. Improve the response time of the system. 

 

As was discussed in Chapter 5, the image sequences in the test data set ranged from 218 to 402 

frames in length with an equivalent time range of 6.6 seconds to 12.2 seconds.  Ignoring the static 

frames, each machine cycle can be represented by an image sequence equivalent to approximately 

6-7 seconds in length.  The current system requires that an entire sequence is completed before it 
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is processed and compared.  This means that with a current processing time of roughly 2 seconds 

to construct and compare STVs, it could take the system anywhere from 2 to 9 seconds 

(depending on the fault) to detect a fault after it has occurred.  This is a significant lag in response 

and directly conflicts with the intended benefit of a vision-based fault detection system.  Also, if 

the testbed machine was operated at more than 6 cycles per minute, a new cycle could be 

‘missed’ by the system while it is still processing the previous cycle.  Possible ways to improve 

the response time were discussed in Section 6.2.1. 

 

3. Develop a user GUI. 

 

An online system would require a user GUI (similar to the GUI described in Chapter 4) in order 

to be effective.  Adequate tools are available in MATLAB to build GUI screens and add 

appropriate user control features.  The GUI should include a real-time display of captured images 

and indicators that show the system status (i.e. fault detected or not detected).  It could also 

include displays of the difference images at various stages of processing.  Other applicable 

adjustable parameters (STV frame length, filter sizes, etc.) should also be included as user 

controls. 

 

6.2.4 Addition of Controlled Lighting 

 

As discussed in Chapter 3, no attempts were made to introduce any form of controlled lighting to 

either vision-based fault detection system.  This decision was made to simplify the process and 
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restrict the number of variables that would need to be tuned.  It was not believed that lighting 

variation had any impact on the results from either system.  The assembly testbed was located in a 

room with bright, diffuse lighting and was not in close proximity to any large windows where 

sunlight variation would have an effect.  Also, the natural contrast in colour between parts and 

machine components was an unexpected advantage.   

 

For this to be an effective system, however, it will need to eventually employ some form of 

controlled lighting.  Future prototypes may not be installed in the same location or have the same 

natural colour distinctions.  
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Appendix A 

Equipment Specifications 

A.1 Microsoft VX-2000 Webcam 
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A.2 Feedback Conveyor Workcell 
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Appendix B 

PLC Logic 

B.1 Program Header and Conveyor Control 
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B.2 Puck Dispensing and Height Inspection 
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B.3 Plastic Sense Sequence 
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B.4 Metal Sense Sequence 
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B.5 Plastic Chute Buffer Sequence 

 

 
 
 

B.6 Metal Chute Buffer Sequence 
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B.7 Puck Chute Release Sequence 

 

 
 

B.8 Peg Dispensing 
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B.9 Part Storage Sequence 
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Appendix C 

LabVIEW Programs 

C.1 AVI Fault Detection Overview 
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C.2 Vision-based Height Inspection 
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C.3 AVI Tool Processing 
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C.4 Fault Counters 
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C.5 Fault Alarms 
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C.6 Serial Comm and Conveyor Controls 
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Appendix D 

MATLAB Code 

D.1 Segmented Image Processing Function  

 
function [processedMotionImage] = processMotionMap(motionImage) 
  
% This function accepts a single segmented image (240 x 320) and: 
%   - applies a median filter 
%   - applies a threshold operation 
%   - applies a morph. open operation 
%   - applies a morph. close operation 
% It then returns the processed image to the main program where the STV 
is 
% built. 
  
% Median filter 
    motionImFilt = medfilt2(motionImage,[5 5]); 
     
% Threshold 
    motionImThresh = im2bw(motionImFilt, 0.4); 
  
% Build masks for morphological operators 
    SE1 = strel('disk',2); % open mask 
    SE2 = strel('disk',4); % close mask 
     
% Apply morph. opening process 
    motionImOpen = imopen(motionImThresh, SE1); 
  
% Apply morph. closing process 
    motionImClose = imclose(motionImOpen, SE2); 
     
% Processed image is returned to main program 
    processedMotionImage = motionImClose; 
  
end 
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D.2 Training/Normal STV Builder 

 
% Training/Normal STV Builder  
  
% This script loads each training image sequence from the stored data 
set, 
% processes each frame, 'adds' corresponding frames together and 
% stacks them to build the trained STV that models normal system 
behaviour. 
  
% Set video data path 
  
videoDir = fullfile('D:', 'Documents and Settings', 'DEWEY', 'Desktop', 
'Conveyor Video Data'); 
  
% Collect information about video data (number of sequences, number of 
% images,etc.) 
  
dirTraining = dir(fullfile(videoDir, 'Training*')); 
trainingFolders = {dirTraining.name}; 
numTrainingFolders = numel(trainingFolders); 
  
% Find 'trigger frame' for each training sequence 
  
for i = 1:numTrainingFolders 
     
    dirImg = dir(fullfile(videoDir, trainingFolders{i}, 'img*.png')); 
    trainingImages = {dirImg.name}; 
    numTrainingImages = numel(trainingImages); 
     
    % Load first image for reference background 
    IBackGr = imread(fullfile(videoDir, trainingFolders{i}, 
trainingImages{1})); 
     
    % Convert to grayscale 
    JBackGr = rgb2gray(IBackGr); 
     
    triggerFrame(i) = 0; 
     
    for j = 1:numTrainingImages 
         
        if triggerFrame(i) == 0 
             
            % Load new image 
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            I = imread(fullfile(videoDir, trainingFolders{i}, 
trainingImages{j})); 
             
            % Convert to grayscale 
            J = rgb2gray(I); 
             
            % Background subtraction 
            motionImage = abs(J - JBackGr); 
            
            % Ehck contents of difference image for motion 
            if (max(max(motionImage)) > 70) 
                triggerFrame(i) = j-1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
% Build normal STV 
  
for j = 1:200 
     
    for i = 1:numTrainingFolders 
         
        % Set new background image 
        IBackGr = imread(fullfile(videoDir, trainingFolders{i}, 
trainingImages{triggerFrame(i)})); 
         
        % Convert to grayscale 
        JBackGr = rgb2gray(IBackGr); 
     
        % Load new image 
        I = imread(fullfile(videoDir, trainingFolders{i}, 
trainingImages{triggerFrame(i)+j})); 
         
        % Convert to grayscale 
        J = rgb2gray(I); 
         
        % Background subtraction 
        motionImage = J - JBackGr; 
         
        % Add corresponding frame numbers from each sequence 
        if i == 1 
            motionAccum = motionImage; 
        else 
            motionAccum = imadd(motionAccum,motionImage); 
        end 
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    end 
     
    % Process segmented images and stack them to build STV 
    normalBinModel(:,:,j) = processMotionMap(motionAccum); 
     
end 
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D.3 Testing Algorithm for Good/Normal Data 

% Algorithm for testing good test data 
  
% Set video path 
  
videoDir = fullfile('D:', 'Documents and Settings', 'DEWEY', 'Desktop', 
'Conveyor Video Data'); 
  
% Collect information about video data (number of sequences, number of 
% images,etc.) 
  
dirTest = dir(fullfile(videoDir, 'Test*')); 
testFolders = {dirTest.name}; 
numTestFolders = numel(testFolders); 
  
% Initialize false positive and true negative variables 
  
falsePositive = 0; 
trueNegative = 0; 
  
% Set similarity distance threshold 
  
threshold = 150000; 
  
  
for i = 1:numTestFolders 
  
    dirImg = dir(fullfile(videoDir, testFolders{i}, 'img*.png')); 
    testImages = {dirImg.name}; 
    numTestImages = numel(testImages); 
     
    % Load first image to set s background reference 
    IBackGr = imread(fullfile(videoDir, testFolders{i}, 
testImages{1})); 
     
    % Convert to grayscale 
    JBackGr = rgb2gray(IBackGr); 
     
    n = 1; 
    triggerFrame2 = 0; 
     
    for j = 1:numTestImages 
         
        % Load new image 
        I = imread(fullfile(videoDir, testFolders{i}, testImages{j})); 
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        % Convert to grayscale 
        J = rgb2gray(I); 
         
        % Background subtraction 
        motionImage = J - JBackGr; 
         
        if triggerFrame2 == 0 
             
            % Check for first motion 
             
            if (max(max(motionImage)) > 70) 
                 
                % Load new image 
                IBackGr = imread(fullfile(videoDir, testFolders{i}, 
testImages{j-1})); 
                 
                % Convert to grayscale 
                JBackGr = rgb2gray(IBackGr); 
                 
                triggerFrame2 = 1; 
                 
                % Begin building STV for test sequence 
                 
                testModel(:,:,n) = processMotionMap(motionImage); 
                 
                n = n+1; 
             
            end             
         
        else 
         
            % Continue building STV for test sequence 
             
            if n <= 200 
                testModel(:,:,n) = processMotionMap(motionImage); 
                n = n+1; 
            end 
             
        end 
     
    end 
     
    % Calculate similarity distance for single sequence 
     
    IntersectTest = imabsdiff(testModel,normalBinModel); 
    DistTest = sum(sum(sum(IntersectTest))); 
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    % Compare with threshold an record false positives and true 
negatives 
     
    if DistTest > threshold 
        falsePositive = falsePositive + 1; 
    else 
        trueNegative = trueNegative + 1; 
        testFail(i) = 1;  
    end 
  
end 
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D.4 Testing Algorithm for Fault Data 

 
% Algorithm for testing fault test data 
  
% Set video path 
  
videoDir = fullfile('D:', 'Documents and Settings', 'DEWEY', 'Desktop', 
'Conveyor Video Data'); 
  
% Collect information about video data (number of sequences, number of 
% images,etc.) 
  
dirFault = dir(fullfile(videoDir, 'Fault*')); 
faultFolders = {dirFault.name}; 
numFaultFolders = numel(faultFolders); 
  
% Initialize false negative and true positive variables 
  
falseNegative = 0; 
truePositive = 0; 
  
% Set similarity distance threshold 
  
threshold = 150000; 
  
  
for i = 1:numFaultFolders 
  
    dirImg = dir(fullfile(videoDir, faultFolders{i}, 'img*.png')); 
    faultImages = {dirImg.name}; 
    numFaultImages = numel(faultImages); 
     
    % Load first image to set s background reference 
    IBackGr = imread(fullfile(videoDir, faultFolders{i}, 
faultImages{1})); 
     
    % Convert to grayscale 
    JBackGr = rgb2gray(IBackGr); 
     
    n = 1; 
    triggerFrame2 = 0; 
     
    for j = 1:numFaultImages 
         
        % Load new image 
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        I = imread(fullfile(videoDir, faultFolders{i}, 
faultImages{j})); 
         
        % Convert to grayscale 
        J = rgb2gray(I); 
         
        % Background subtraction 
        motionImage = J - JBackGr; 
         
        if triggerFrame2 == 0 
             
            % Check for first motion 
             
            if (max(max(motionImage)) > 70) 
                 
                % Load new image 
                IBackGr = imread(fullfile(videoDir, faultFolders{i}, 
faultImages{j-1})); 
                 
                % Convert to grayscale 
                JBackGr = rgb2gray(IBackGr); 
                 
                triggerFrame2 = 1; 
                 
                % Begin building STV for fault sequence 
                 
                faultModel(:,:,n) = processMotionMap(motionImage); 
                 
                n = n+1; 
             
            end             
         
        else 
         
            % Continue building STV for fault sequence 
             
            if n <= 200 
                faultModel(:,:,n) = processMotionMap(motionImage); 
                n = n+1; 
            end 
             
        end 
     
    end 
     
    % Calculate similarity distance for single sequence 
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    IntersectFault = imabsdiff(faultModel,normalBinModel); 
    DistFault = sum(sum(sum(IntersectFault))); 
     
    % Compare with threshold an record false negatives and true 
positives 
     
    if DistFault > threshold 
        truePositive = truePositive + 1; 
    else 
        falseNegative = falseNegative + 1; 
        faultFail(i) = 1;  
    end 
  
end 
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